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1. Introduction

It is a taiown fact that the most probable state of natter in

the Universe is that of a plasma. In reality, plasmas are seldom

quiescent and coiunonly various forms of noise and oscillations

develop spontaneously. Further, it is well known that in plasmas,

through various plasma modes, a large number of collective degrees

of freedom are available as a result of coupling of charged particle

notions to electromagnetic field fluctuations. In particular, this

results in the existence of a great number of various plasma waves

with different frequencies and wavelengths. On the other hand, a

basic feature of laboratory plasmas close to conditions of thermo-

nuclear fusion and of most astrophysical plasmas, is the large energy

out into the plasma. Accordingly, common physical situations often

lead to the excitation of a large portion of plasma degrees of

freedom. FurthernDre, as a rule in such plasmas, the energy density

in various degrees of freedom greatly exceeds its corresponding thermal

equilibrium value. It is this state of a plasma that is generally

recognized as one of plasma turbulence. In this way, an understanding

of a great number of plasma phenomena currently being studied depends

essentially on our ability to describe and analyse turbulent plasma

dynamics.

In a linear theory plasma eigenmodes are non-interacting.

Accordingly, in order to introduce the possibility of an energy

exchange between plasma modes, a non-linear description of plasma

dynamics is essential. Moreover, in order that a state of so-called

developed plasna turbulence can be realized, a certain ordering of

plasma timescales is necessary; namely, to ensure that the energy

redistribution over all degrees of freedom is possible, it is required



that the typical timescale for dissipation - energy removed from the

system - is much longer than the interaction - energy exchange -

timescale. In turn, to preserve the identity of various plasma modes

it is necessary that the energy exchange tiroescale is considerably

longer than the oscillation period of the modes. Apparently, the

latter of these conditions may be taken as a certain measure of the

strength of plasma turbulence.

The dynamics of a plasma in a weakly turbulent state can be

modelled as a system of weakly interacting, weakly correlated plasma

waves. The theoretical treatment of a weakly turbulent plasma is

greatly assisted by the fact that it is possible to introduce

perturbation theory. In this case, a •typical small parameter in a

system is taken as •the ratio of the energy of interaction between

the waves to their total energy. However, in a number of physical

situations the weak turbulence criteria are violated and one is faced

with strong turbulence. For this to happen, it usually implies that

the interaction between waves is strong or, put more mathematically,

that due to an increase in the interaction energy, the assumption

about the small parameter is broken and hence perturbation theory is

inapplicable. Another reason for the breakdown of weak turbulence

may be connected with the fact the possible importance of coherent

effects could invalidate the'weak-correlation assumption.

In this thesis we discuss certain aspects of the turbulence

of a fully ionised non-isothermal plasma dominated by the Langmuir

mode. In Chapter 2 we review some of the basic properties of strongly

turbulent plasmas. In particular, our interest is focused on the

state of Langmuir turbulence, that is the turbulence of a simple

externally unmagnetized plasma. We discuss the problem of the



existence and dynamics of Langmuir collapse often met as a non-

liner stage of the modulational instability in the framework of the

Zakharov equations (i.e. simple time-averaged dynamical equations).

Possible macroscopic consequences of such dynamical turbulent models

are investigated.

In Chapter 3 we proceed to discuss further aspects of strong

Langmuir turbulence. In order to study highly non-linear collapse

dynamics in its advanced stage, we derive a set of generalized

Zakharov equations. Going beyond the original approximation, we

include the effects of higher electron non-linearities and a breakdown

of slow-timescale quasi-neutrality. We investigate how these corrections

nay influence the collapse stabilisation.

In Chapters 2 and 3 we cover some basic aspects of what is known

as the conventional theory of strong Langmuir turbulence. Recently, it

has been realised that the modulational instability in a Langmuir

plasma will be accompanied by the collisionless-generation of a slow-

timecsale magnetic field. Accordingly, a novel physical situation has

emerged which is investigated in detail in Chapter <+. We show first of

all that the correct pondercnDtive force formula leads to the solenoidal

current responsible for the self-magnetic field generation. By using

the stress-tensor approach we derive a novel and complete formula for

the ponderonotive force. Both hydrodynamic and kinetic derivations

supporting this formula are supplied. We discuss the stability of

monochromatic Langmm'r waves in a self-magnetized Langmuir plasma,

and show the existence of a novel magneto-modulational instability.

The wave collapse dynamics is investigated.

In Chapter 5 we give a physical interpretation of the basic

results obtained in Chapter 4. In the light of our expression for the



ponaeromotive force in a plasma, physical insight and consequences are

discussed. The relevance of this result for the general question of

the spontaneous generation of magnetic fields and parametric phenomena

is briefly examined.

The content of Chapter 6 shows a departure, from the framework

of plasma turbulence: a problem of the transient analysis of an

interaction of time-dependent electromagnetic pulses with linear cold

plasma madia is investigated. The basic physical background of this

class of problems is presented, and an account of the investigation

of the transient reflection of a 1M polarised electromagnetic pulse'

from a cold lossy plasma hal f-space is discussed.



2. Strong Langmuir Turbulence

2.1 Physical preLuninaries

It has been widely recognized that the problem of Langmuir

turbulence occupies a pronnrient role in contemporary plasma physics.

This is largely due to its ijiportance in the understanding of plasma

phenomena currently encountered in the search for terrestrial thermo-

nuclear fusion energy sources. In particular, hot plasmas heated by

intensive electron,radio-frequency or laser beams are experiencing

highly non-linear turbulent dynamics. On the other hand, Langmuir tur-

bulence is of interest both in its own merit and due to its more academic

applications, such as astrophysics.

Fundamental aspects of plasma turbulence, in particular a weak

turbulence approach, are well covered in several books ;eg. Kadomtsev,1965,

1976), Sagdeev and Galeev (1969), Tsytovich (1977b) and Davidson (1972).

In the early sixties a theory of weak plasma turbulence was

developed, leading in the case of a Tangm nr plasna to the well known

"condensation" paradox. Namely, the result based on randomly phased-

weakly correlated plasma modes, indicates that Langmuir waves tend to

accumulate in the long-wavelength part of the spectrum, where

wave energy dissipation (collisignal damping and Landau damping )

The turbulence of un-nagnetized plasma dominated by the
Langmuir mode ; based on(gkori6, 1980).



is ineffective. This appeared to be in contradiction with the

results from both experiments and numerical simulations, which

indicated intense wave damping and corresponding particle heating.

This has presented for some time a conceptual problem, a need for

a theory which goes beyond the weakly non-linear description;

namely a theory of so-called strong turbulenos( ter Haar, 1980).

The role played by the modulational instability (Vedenov

and Rudakov, 1965) in the transition from weak to strong Langmuir

turbulence new seems to be well understood. Furthermore, the

concept of Langmuir collapse often encountered as the non-linear

stage of the modulational instability, has emerged to be a basic

feature of strongly turbulent regimes in two and three dimensional

plasmas.

In this work we hope to review some of the basic properties

of strongly turbulent plasmas. We shall discuss the problem of the

existence and dynamics of Langmuir collapse based on a simple

model of the tine-averaged dynamical equations. Our interest

will be particularly focused on possible macroscopic consequences

of such turbulent models. Finally, we wish to conclude with a brief

account of the experimental data, as well as to point out some of

the questions that still remain to be answered.

2.2 Time-averaged description

We shall concentrate on the dynamical description of the

turbulent state of a hot, non-isothermal (T » T.), collisionless

isotropic plasma; with the energy put into the plasma via the

Langmuir mode. It is well known from linear theory that such a

plasma supports three basic modes; the fast-timescale electro-

static-Langmuir and electromagnetic waves and the slow-timescale

ion-sound wave.



While the frequency of the fast motion is of the order of .
2

the electron plasma frequency w , w = ^ ^ "*** , the slow-timescale

frequency is lower, roughly by a factor v'y = /m/M, (where m/M is the

electron to ion mass ratio).

In order to exclude the possible linear Landau damping of the

Langmuir mode, we shall specify

(k-rD)
2 « 1, (2.1)

which gives the linear Langmuir wave dispersion relation in the

form

u) = u p (1 + j k r^ -Up, (2.2)

where r_ is the electron Debye radius r̂ . = vT/io and VT is the

electron thermal velocity VT = /T /m.

It was Zakharov (1972) who first pointed out that due to the

separation between fast and slow plasma notions one can adopt a

simplified plasma description based on averaging over the fast-

timsscale u ~ .

The basic small parameters in the proposed procedure are

(k r D )
2 ( « 1)

and the wave energy density

•o-e -ö-e ( < < 1 }

Making use of

W « 1 and (k r D )
2 « 1

after time-averaging the set of Vlasov-Maxwell equations for electrons,

one obtains (Zakharov, 1972; Kuznetsov, 197t)

a Q V T 2 ~2 *
i-^ £+f — v ( V £ ) - |— Vx(7xe) = ̂ S. £ , (2.3)

"*P up o

where £ is the slow-timescale-dependent complex amplitude of the

fast-timsscale electric field



E = \ _£ exp (-iüi t) + cc. ,

\± to|e|| « <y (2.4)

and ön is the slow electron density variation around the equilibrium

density n .

The term involving ón in eq. (2.3)is non-linear and describes

the interaction between the fast electric field and the slow density

perturbation.

For closure of equation(2.3)we further require an additional

equation for 6n.

Assuming charge quasi-neutrality en the slow-timescale we can

equate the corresponding electron and ion density variations

6n = ón = fin. (2.5)
e i

As the slow-timescale phase velocity is of the order of the

ion-sound speed c B /T /M which is small compared to the electron

thermal velocity v„, we can (due to the ejectrcn static response)

assume that the slow election density n + 5n will be given by a

Boltzmann distribution in the field of an effective potential

V « ; where V f - consists of a slow-tinescale charge separation
potential -e <(> and a panderomotive potential LI -.

s ^
Nanely' « • - a,

6n=no {exp
 s

 T
 y - 1}, (2.6>

where
*

|e.e !

In order to eliminate <J) we need an equation for the ion motion.

If the ion-sound intensity is not too high (Si/n « 1) one can

use linearized ion equations of motion and continuity together with

the linearized version of(2.7to obtain (vide infra)



32 . 2 „ 2 . 1 -,2 I |2
-2-s- 6n - c V ön = V |ej

3t s 16nM ' (2.8)

the familiar ion-sound equation driven by the ponderorootive force.

Equations (23)and (2.8)are our basic equations describing

the non-linear evolution of the Langmuir wave coupled to ion-

sound by the ponderomotive force and they represent the dynamical

framework for the so-railed strong Langjnuir turbulence. In the

potential approximation E = - W they reduce to the original set

of Zakharov equations (Zakharov, 1972).

In order to understand the actual derivation procedure it

is instructive to follow a hydrodynaraic derivation (see e.g.

Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978).

The set of equations(2.3)and(2.8)have four conserved quantities

corresponding to the plasmon number, the linear and angular momenta

and the energy.

The simplest one is the plasmon number conservation law, given .

as

N = f\e\2 ddr , (2.9)

where d» is the dimensionality (d = 1, 2 or 3) of the system.

In their linearized version equations(2.3)and(2.8)dnclude the physics

of linear Langmuir, electromagnetic and ion-sound waves. Under

suitable conditions, these equations describe the phenomena of

linear parametric instability, such as the decay instability, the

oscillating two stream instability and the modulational instability,

lurthennrare, -Öiey also describe the completely (new) non-linear

phenomenon of wave collapse.

2.3 Modulational instability

In the framework of the weak turbulence theory i t i s not possible

to solve the "condensation" paradox; i . e . the problem of the
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accumulation of Iangrauir plasncns in the lew wavenuniber region.

However, one should keep in mind that the weak turbulence applicability

condition can become rather stringent, as

W < ( k ^ ) 2 when (kPp)2 < y, (2.10)

where k designates the characteristic wavenuniber spread Ak -k.

Clearly, as Langpjir plasmons concentrate in the region k •* 0

condition (2.10/"sn be readily violated. At the same time, the

breakdown of the weak turbule ce approximation corresponds to the

onset of a new type of instability, the so-railed modulational

instability (Vedenov and Rudakov, 1965). Namely, a practically

uniform plasma state appears to bs unstable: if through

fluctuations locally the plasmon energy density is increased,

the associated ponderomotive force expels the electrons out of the

spatial region and they drag the ions along. This results in the

creation of a plasma cavity which in turns serves as a potential well

trapping the plasmons and additionally enhancing their energy density.

It is clear from the previous description, that we are faced with

the initial stage of an instability the so-called modulational

instability' (MI). - " • _

This instability leads to the localization of an initially

uniform plasma, in structures of lowered plasma density and

increased wave energy density.

Fran our basic equations (2.3fcnd(2.d)it follows that the characteristic

spatial scale L of the unstable modes is of the order of

(rD/L)
2= W

with the corresponding maximum growth rates

y = (d • W for W < v

_ n (2.11)
Y = ci> (yW)z for W>u, ..
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(for details see, e.g. Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978; and Bardwell

and Goldman, 1976).

As already mentioned, in order to develop the instability we

need

W >(Akr D)
2 (2-12

2.^ Langmuir

The irost fascinating aspect of Langmuir wave dynamics appears

in the non-linear stage of the development of the nodulational

instability, when the fully non-linear description based on equations

(2.3)and(2.8)Ls required. In a great number of physical situations

•the introduction of the non-linear effects stabilizes the instability

development. However, there is a possibility of an opposite effect,

leading to a catastrophic - singular instability development.

We shall see that the process of Langmuir collapse is the result

of the lattertype of the modulational instability evolution. However,

it appears that 13ie nature of the non-linear development strongly

depends on the dimensionality of the problem, as a direct result of

the balance between linear dispersion and the non-linearity determined

by the ponderomotive force.

Starting from equation(2.3)one easily obtains the longitudinal

dispersion relation in the form

|(kr D)

where the influence of the plasma density depression appears with a

negative sign.

Vfe shall see that in the non-linear stage of the modulational

instability there exists the possibility of a unique development, the

so-called collapse of Langmuir waves. Namely, it appears that in

two and three-dimensional cases the linear dispersion is unable to

(l+|(kr D)
2- |i2-|), (2.13)
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balance the ponderomotive pressure. In that way the localization

process continues, leading to the formation of "cavitons", that.

iss intense localized Langmuir wave structures trapped in the

regions of reduced plasma density (cavity). This process is

non-stationary; a caviton continues to shrink-collapse its

spatial dimensions, increasing its wave energy density (see(2,9 )),

Physically the collapse process will continue until the

spatial scale becomes of the order of a few Debye radii, when strong

dissipation in the form of linear landau damping sets in.

In that way the Langmuir collapse as the non-linear stage of the

modulations! instability, offers an effective mechanism to produce

the short wavelength oscillation; reversing the plasroon energy

flux in k-space; toward the region of Landau damping and therefore

relieving the problem of the plasmon "condensation".

Let us use simple dimensional arguments in order to throw

some light on the collapse process (Sagdeev, 1979). Erom the

dispersion relation(2.13)we see that when

l^l - Oatf2, (2.11)
o

the plasmons are trapped in the regions of self-consistently

produced density cavities.

On the other hand, the non-linear development is the result

of the dynamical balance between the radiation (ponderomotive)
Viel2

pressure '~j' and the thermal pressure V5nT , so that

v(6nTe) ~ :ZkL
2. (2il5)

If H(t)~ k(t)~ is a typical dimension of the localized plasmon-

caviton, then due to the plasmon number conservation given by (2.9)

one finds the following variation of the radiation pressure



Furthermore, from the plasmon trapping conditior.(2.in)we have

|«n| . [k( t ) rL ] 2 ,
o

and assuming a constant temperature T , the thermal pressure

scales as

6nTe . U t ) "
2 . (2.17)

It is now clear that for d = 1 a balance is reached, the

caviton collapse is halted and a stationary solution exists.

The case d = 2 is a marginal one, and for sufficiently large

initial energy £. collapse procesawill occur. Finally, in three-

dimensional plasmas Cd = 3), collapse is inevitable. The first

theoretical prediction of such non-linear plasma dynamics vas

given by Zakharov (1972). His analysis was based on equations

(2.3)and(2.8)which offer the framework for what is currently often

called strong T/ingTTuir turbulence.

Subsequently, a large amount of theoretical and numerical

effort has been put into studies of various aspects of the wave

collapse, as well as the macroscopic consequences of strongly

turbulent plasmas (see reviews, e.g. Rudakov and Tsytovich, 1978;

Sigov and Zakharov, 1979).

We shall briefly review certain aspects of the collapse

dynamics. Once the collapse process is initiated one can

distinguish between two different dynamical regimes.

If the-initial Trmgnnrir energy satisfies W « u one has

a subsonic collapse. Namely, the characteristic collapse speed

is much smaller than ion-sound speed. In that way, one. can drop

the tine derivative term in(2.8)and simply write



and after substituting(2.ia^n(2.3) we reduce our system to a single

equation, known as the non-linear Schrödinger equation (NLS).

In dimensionless units..the NLS reads

i ^ + V(Ve) + |£|2£ = 0,

where we have restricted our analysis to the potential £ fields.

In a one-dimensional representation, equation(2.19)was widely

investigated; as an integrable non-linear partial differential

equation which possesses exact stationary solution in the form

of (envelope) solitons. The spatially localized solitary wave-

soliton solutions are stable in the one-dimensional representation,

and have been extensively investigated in various physical situations;

emerging as a fascinating new discipline known as soliton physics

(Scott, Chu, and McLaughlin, 1973; D. ter Haar, 1979 ). The one-

dinEnsional soliton model of Langmuir turbulence has been put

forward by Rudakov (1972), (Kingsep, Rudakov and Sudan, 1973;

see also Rudakov and Tsytovich, 1978). However, as we have already

seen the stable stationary field structures are not the characteristics of the

two-and three-dimensional, plasmas where the concept of caviton collapse determines

the non-stationary wave evolution. In what follows we shall leave out the aspects of

the attractive and elegant theory of one-dimensional Langmuir turbulence

in order to concentrate cm the mare realistic 2-3 dimensional plasras.

Let us return to the question of the collapse dynamics. The ,:

subsonic stage is over when the energy density W reaches the value :

V = m/M. r-

* The NLS soliton solution is unstable in two and three dimensions.



When W > y the collapse switches into the so-called supersonic

stage, when the characteristic collapse speed exceeds c .

In this stage the Laplacian on the l.h.s. of(2.8)can be

dropped compared to the time derivative term. Tïp ultimate collapse

to the dimensions of the order of rv should occur in the supersonic

stage; however due to large W and reduced scales one must extend

the basic equations(2.3)and(2.8)to include higher order non-linear

effects (electron and ion non-linearities, breakdown of quasi-neutrality

etc.) in the caviton dynamics (Laedke and Spatchek, 1979a). Higher electron

non-linearities will be discussed in some detail in Ch.3(Skori6 & ter Haar,1980)

Simple self-similar solutions for the three-dimensional super-

sonic stage are available in the following form (Zakharov, 1972)

fin
~ 4/3 " vi;y'

(2.20)
R (5),

where £ H r/t-t )*'3 (2.21)

It should be noted that the transition from the subsonic to the

supersonic regime is subject to a certain amount of controversy

as the ion-sound equation in the form of (2.8)is no longer valid

for near-sonic motions. However, numerical experiments seem to

indicate, at least for non-dissipative cases, the existence of

a supersonic regime (Sigov and Zakharov, 1979).

2.5 Caviton node!

In the caviton model of strong Langmuir turbulence, the

caviton is considered as an elementary "turbulence cell", while

the turbulence on the macroscopic scale is visualized as an

n
0

W ~

(t—t )0
_ 1

(t-t)2



ensemble of randomly-orientated cavitons. However, an attempt

to use the limited knowledge about the collapse dynamics of an .

' isolated caviton to construct a turbulence model based on the

average properties of the caviton ensemble has met only a limited

amount of success. (Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978)..Not surprisingly

one encounters a number of complications connected with a rather

complex physical situation. Namely,the cavitons are non-stationary

objects and at any one time one should expect to find them in

different stages of their collapse dynamics. Accordingly, the

problem of caviton-caviton interactions might be extremely complicated.

On the other hand, it is known that during the final collapse
2

stage a part of the plasmon energy of the order of (k r'.r-J
GO-** A- 1~-

is emitted in the form of ion-sound. In a non-isothermal plasma

this leads to a build up of the level of ion-sound turbulence

which opens a new channel for Langmuir wave damping. The process

in question is plasmon conversion by short-wave-length ion-sound,

producing short-wave-length plasmons which are immediately Landau

damped. (Galeev, Sagdeev, Shapiro and Shevchenko, 1977). The

previous process clearly competes with Langmuir collapse and

one should study their dynamical balance. As already mentioned

in the ultimate collapse stage one should include the higher

order non-linearities as well as the kinetic effects (vide infra).

Understandably, the caviton model neglects most of the

complications assuming that the collapse characteristic time

is fast enough and treating the cavitons as independent of one

another.

Many attempts have been launched in order to calculate the

turbulent spectrum and the corresponding electroi: distribution



function (e.g. Gorev, Kingsep and Rudakov* 1976; Galeev, Sagdeev,

Shapiro and Siievchenko, 1977 5 ter Haar and Tsytovich, 1981).

The quasi-linear diffusion equation for the electron distribution

is often used, coupled to some., mot« or less reasonable assumption about

the plasmon energy spectrum, created by the collapse process combined

with landau damping. Power-law solutionsfor the "fast" electron

-TT of the distribution function are then obtained.

In order to illustrate the typical procedure we shall briefly

the case of a supersonic caviton model, following closely

the work of Galeev, Sagdeev, Shapiro and Shevchenko (1977).

The spectrum of isotropic turbulence in the intermediate wave

number region between the long-wavelength source of plasmons and

the sink of plasmons in the short scale (Landau damping), can be

found assuming the constancy of the «ave energy flux in k-space.

This physical condition corresponds to the existence of a

so-railed "inertial range" in the wave spectrum.

Accordingly ,one writes

W. d k

where W.dfc i s the Langmuir plasman energy within the wave number

range (k, k + d];", and dt(k) is the time durixig which the caviton

size changes from JKt)= 1/k to £(t+dt) = l/(k+dk) determined by

the three-dimensional self-similar solution given by (2.21).

Making use of (21) and (22) one simply gets

w - dt(k) 1
V~dF ~~

The approximation used to obtain(2.23)is in fact equivalent to-

the Kolmogorov hypothesis about the existence of an inertial

range in hydrodynaraical turbulence.
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The turbulence spectrum in the short wavelength region will

be derived assuming that the basic dissipation mechanism is in

the form of Landau damping. In that way, in order to find the

electron distribution function (f ) , we start from the wave energy

balance equation including Landau damping

where the Landau damping rate is

mkd k K

combined with the quasi-linear diffusion equation

where » „
e o) °° J,

DCv) = 2_ ƒ a «

4TO U N kd K

These equations(2.2H)and(2.25)have solutions corresponding to a

constant particle flux towards the i^ii of the electron distribution,

namely a steady state spectrum, given by

\ ~k' 9 /2 and fev
2 ~ v"5/2 (2.26)

l&ider a constant pump energy rate, the theory predicts that .

the maximum particle velocity in the "fast" electron tail will

grow as v (t) ~ t ^. (Galeev, Sagdeev, Shapiro and Shevchenko,

1977).

Some of the general problems encountered in various types of

caviton models have been critically reviewed by Gorev, Kingsep

and Rudakov (1976) and Thonihill and ter Haar (1978). Finally,

it should be pointed out that some of the recent two and three-

dimensional numerical simulations might give valuable information
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for the choice of more realistic analytical models (see e.g.

Sigov and Zakharov, 1979 ̂ Nicholson, Goldman, Hoyng and Wethercll,1978).

2.6 Experimental basis

Because of great difficulties in obtaining sufficiently

"purified" experimental conditions tu natch the theoretical model,

detailed verification of strong Langmuir turbulence is naturally

lacking.

However, it seems that little doubt is left concerning the

general question of the existence of cavitons. Intense Langmuir

field spikes coupled with a density hole, have been widely reported

in a number of different experimental situations (Wong, 1979).

When intense EM waves W s 1 are radiated on to an inhomogeneous

plasma the dominant process is often in the form of linear conversion

of EM to electrostatic waves. In the vicinity of the resonant layer

the electrostatic field strength greatly exceeds the pump level.

A large single caviton is formed, which ultimately decays into

several cavitons of even smaller spatial scale (Wong, 1979). In

the presence of a strong electron beamn.- n and v - 5vT •

Langmuir waves are possibly excited to very large amplitudes W ~ 1.

Under these circumstances the spatial collapse of Langmuir waves

into well-ordera_ localized structures coupled with the corresponding

density holes, in the form of cavitons, is observed (Wong, 1979).

At the sane time some of the experiments indicate the importance

of the caviton-particle kinetic effects, particularly in the form

of transit-time damping.

The bulk of the experimental results reported were obtained in

essentially one-dimensional geometries and the collapse observed is

mainly due to the presence of a pump-driver field (so-called driven
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collapse). Recently, the process ot undriven-self collapse was

investigated in the cylindrical geometry (Eggleston and Wong, 1978),

and qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions was

reported. Furthermore, the appearance of "fast" electron tails

in strong turbulent conditions seems to be supported by the work

of Lynov, Michelson, Pëcseli, Basmussen, Saêki and Turikov (1979).

Finally, the roost striking experiments to date are perhaps those

by Antipov, Nezlin, Snezhkin and Trubnikov (1979), performed in a

collisionless regime. However, we feel that the actual identification

of the observed spiky field structures with the one-dimensional

Langmuir solitons still involves a fair amount of faith.

2.7 Conclusion

In the preceding sections we have briefly reviewed some basic

aspects of what is known as the conventional theory of strong

Langmuir turbulence. A number of detailed reviews on this subject,

have appeared in recent years, and are quoted in the text.

Finally, we wish to point out that, recently it.has been

realized that the development of the modulational instability in a

Langmuir plasma will be accompanied by the collisionless generation

of a slow-timescale magnetic field (Bezzerddes., DuBois , Forslund

and Ldndraan, 1977). Accordingly, a novel physical situation has'

emerged, opening up an exciting new avenue for further research.

(Bel'kov and Tsytovich, 1979; Kono, Skorid and ter Haar, 1980a,b).



3. Higher electron non-linearities in the dynamics of LangCTiir
""' collapse.

We derive a set of generalized Zakharov equations valid for

both electrostatic and electromagnetic, that is, potential and non-

potential, perturbations which include corrections due to higher

electron non-linearities and allowing for a breakdown of slow-

tiroescale quasi-neutrality and we show how these correction terms

nay halt the Langmuir collapse in two or three dimensions.

3.1 Introduction

An important question in contemporary plasma physics is the

problem of strong plasma turbulence. It now seems to be well

established both through numerical work (see, e.g. Buchelnikova

and MatochkLn, 1980; Gorbushina, Degtyarev, Sagdeev, Shapiro, and

Shevchenko, 1978; Nicholson and Goldman, 1978) and through experiments.

(Antipov, Nezlin, Sneshkin and Trubnikov, 1979) that if sufficient

energy is put into a plasma, cavitons will be formed, that is,

localized structures which are both density depressions and electric

field maxima. The numerical work is often concerned with one-

dimensional models, although Nicholson and Goldman deal with a two-

dimensional plasma, and it is normally based on the so-called

Zakharov equations which were derived by Zakharov (1972) to describe

the development of the modulational instability in an unmagnetized

plasma. From these equations it follows that in two or three dimensions

collapse will occur, and much numerical work has been devoted to a

study of the existence and dynamics of the so-called Langmuir collapse

(for a review of this type see, e.g. Rudakov and Tsytovich, 1978, or
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Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978). It is necessary to use numerical

methods as the only known analytical solution of the two- or three-

dimensional Zakharov equations is the planar Langrauir soliton.

Unfortunately, the numerical procedure can only be applied to the

early stages of the collapse, since the Zakharov equations lose

their validity when the field intensities become too large. It

is the purpose of the present study to consider a generalization of

the Zakharov equations -which will be valid at higher field strengths

in order to be able possibly to answer the question of whether the

collapse will continue vartil the size of the cavitons becomes of

the order of the Debye length so that Landau damping can play a role.

In this context it is interesting to note that the experiments by

Antipov and collaborators indicate structures which are smaller than

the Tringnnrir1 solitons, but large enough for Tfffirfan damping still to

be negligible.

There has been relatively little work on the limitation of the

Zakharov equations. Khakimov and Tsytovich (1976; see also Tsytovich,

1977 a, b) used their non-linear dielectric formal ism to investigate

the limit of applicability of the Zakharov equations. They claim to

have taken all non-linearities up to the fifth order in the electric

field into account and they derived a generalized set of equations.

Using an approach similar to' the original approach of Zakharov's and

to the approach to be used in the present study, Kuznetsov (1976)

examined the effect of higher electrostatic non-linearities and came

to the conclusion that they become important at large field amplitudes.

It is the purpose of the present study to clarify the effect of

electron non-linearities upon the collapse, including both electrostatic

and electromagnetic perturbations. It is important to include both



potential and non-potential modes, as the frequently used electrostatic

(potential) approximation is normally violated in the case of developed

(strong) Langmuir turbulence of hot plasmas (see, e.g., Thornhill and

ter Haar, 1978; Nicholson and Goldman, 1978). We shall follow Zakharov

(1972) by separating "fast" and "slow" timescales and applying a

hydrodynamic approach, but we shall include higher electron non-

linearities describing the scattering by stimulated fluctuations in

the low-frequency electron velocity and in the 2Ü> -components of the

electron density and velocity (to : electron plasma frequency). We

. thus allow the possibility of the breakdown of the quasi-neutrality

for slew notions (compare also Laedke and Spatschek, 1979). We also

shall apply the adiabatic scaling approach (Gibbons, Thornhill, Wardrop

and ter Haar, 1977) to examine the collapse and the possibility of the

existence of quasirstationary structures in two or three dimensions.

Although we find that in the spherically symmetric case the correction

terms introduced by us halt the collapse, that is, prevent the

appearance of a mathematical singularity, we have not yet investigated

whether the collapse is halted before landau damping becomes effective,

that iss before the caviton reaches a size of the order of the Debye

length. This means that the question whether the higher hydrodynamic

non-linearities studied by us can fully stabilize the collapse still

needs to be answered.

3.2 Derivation of the generalized Zakharov equations

We consider an isotropic, unmagnetized plasma in which the electron

temperature T is much higher than the ion temperature T. and we restrict

ourselves to considering long-wavelength electrostatic and electromagnetic

modes so that



N 2 / t \2
« 1, k c/w « 1 , (3.1)

where k and k are, respectively, the wavenuraber of the electrostatic

and electromagnetic waves, c is the velocity of light, and rD is the

electron Debye radius.

We consider Tangmiir turbulence when the dominant plasma mode

is. that of the TaT^gmmT' waves with frequencies close tou . We

follow the original idea of well separated "slow" (ion) and "fast"

electron timescales (Zakharov, 1972) and split the electron density

n , electron velocily v , electric field strength E, and current
e ™e •"

density j in terms corresponding to different timescales (Kuznetsov,

1976):

n = n + n + n, + no+..., (3.2)
e o s J. Z- •

E = E g + E x + E 2 +..., (3.4)

i = is + ii + i 2 +•-• •
 (3-5)

Here n is the electron density corresponding to the situation where

there are no waves present, the quantities with index s vary on the

slow timescale, those with index 1 on the fast, m tLmescale, those

with index 2 on the fast, 2co timescale, and so on. It is convenient

to write

r^ exp(-ia) t) + n£ exp(itu t), n ? = n 2 exp(-2iu t> + n^ exp(2io> t),

(3.6)

v 1 exp(-ia) t) + y^ exp(iu t ) , v2 = g2 exp(-2iu t) + v* exp(2iw t ) ,

(3.7)

and so on, where the quantities with tildes are slowly varying and



where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate quantity.

We assume that the density perturbation is not too strong,

that is

n » n , a. , no (3.8)
o s i 2

where, however, n may sometimes be taken to be comparable with, .s

though still well below, n , while the basic assumption of the

predominance of the Langmuir mode leads to the inequalities

lïj » |vB| , |Y2| ,... ; 1̂ 1 » |Es| , |E2| ,..., ...

(3.9)

Our basic quations are the Maxwell equations

, 3H , ƒ 3E \
div E=4irp , curl E = - - — , div H=o, curl H = -± UTT} + j£ U3.10)

where p is the charge density; the quantities p. and j satisfy the

relations

p = -e(n -n.) , j = -e(n vg - n.y.), (3.11)

where n. and v. are the ion density and the ion velocity, and -e

is the electron charge.

We shall split the ion density as follows:

n. = n + 6n., . (3.12)

where 6n. changes on the slew timescale and where 6n. is not

necessarily equal to n : we are not, as in Zakharov's original
s

treatment, assuming quasi-neutrality on the slow timescale.

The Maxwell equations (2.10) lead to
s2i 2 91
— w + c curl curl E = - kit— , (3-13)
3t ~ 3t

which is linear in E and j and convenient far further calculations.
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We can split up this equation corresponding to various timascales.

The equation corresponding to the m -timescale is

*\ 2 dh
—«=• + c curl curl E-, = -Mir—=

8t 3t . (3.14)

We must draw attention to tiie fact that the representation (3.7),

(3.8) in the case of E differs by a factor of 2 from the one normally

used. The quantity j- follows from equation (3.11) and satisfies

the relation

i = "e ( V + Vi+ ¥ + V *

Substituting expression (3.15) into equation (3.14) and neglecting,

2 ~ 2 -
as usual, 3 E,/3t as compared to w 3 E,/3t, we find

- £ " % Ii + c «** curl li=ltire al ^ V A
(3.16)

To close the equation we need expressions for n , v , n,, v , n and
S "•'S J. ""1 i.

v_. It is obvious that the dominant term on the right-hand side of

the equation (3.16) is the one involving n v^, while the other four

terms are much smaller and may be regarded to be corrections.

Our basic assumptions are equations (3.1), (3.8) and (3.9) and

they allow us to introduce a hydrodynamic description for the electron

fluid, that is, to use the equations

- 5 — + div (n v ) = 0 (3.17)

E • \ [Y,k A B] >- 3v^v S
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Using inequalities (3.8) and (3.9) to linearize equation (3.18)

in n, and v^ and assuming that the plasma is nonreiativistic so

that we can drop the term involving B, we get

(3.19)

To zeroth order we get from equation (3.19)

S, <°> = _ i£_ L (3.20)
IIKC - 1

and using the Poisson equation in the form

div È± = -Uire iL, (3.21)

we get to first order

v(l) f . . -

""' - (3.22)

We can now use equations (3.20) and (3.22) to obtain from

equation (3.16) the relation

1 ar - ir °uri curi ii+1 % 4scad ^v k - S- ns k
P O '

-»[4 V)vs + (vs.V)i1 + vs div

+ Ü fej-V)v2 + (Vj.V)^ - v2 div Q (3.23)
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If the right-hand side of equation (3.23) were zero, this

equation would be one of the Zakharov equations which describes

both electrostatic and electromagnetic perturbations (c.f. Kuznetsov,

197M-; Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978). The terms on the right-hand,

side of equation (3.23) correspond to higher"electron non-linearities

describing both electrostatic (Iangmuir) and electromagnetic

perturbations. The equation is a generalization of Kuznetsov's

results (1976) in which only potential perturbations were considered.

Indeed, one recovers his results by putting E = Vip.

To close the set of equations we still need relations for n~,

v0, n and v . The electron motions at frequencies close to 2a)

can be described in the hydrodynamic framework as the phase velocity

is much larger than the thermal velocity, linearizing equation (3.17)

and (3.18) with respect to n„ and v , we find

+ nQ div y2 + divfo^) = 0 (3.24)

= |i A *i] = - 1 h - (3-25)

where E_ which represents the electric field component due to charge

separation at frequencies close to 2u satisfies the relation

div E 2 = ->Mren2 (3.26)

Using equation (3.20) for ŷ j and the appropriate Maxwell

equation (3.10) for IL, we get from equation (3.25) the following

equation for y_, where we have retained the terms with the correct



frequency dependence:

-2 C3'27)

where F- is the potential (Miller or ponderomotive) force with

frequency 2u . If we write

F = F e>p(-2iü) t) + F^ exp(2iu> t ) , (3.28)

we have

= -m {(2l •V)y1 + S. ^ A ̂  J = ̂  V (£,.£,). (3.29)

We note from equation (3.27) that at the frequency 2u the

driving force derives both frcan charge separation and from the

ponderomotive force.

To find n_ we first combine equations (3.24), (3.26), (3.20)

and (3.21) to find div v_ in the form

1 + v

(3.30)

and hence

n, = -1
 0 div JÈ, div Ê, + £V (É..È,)! • (3.31)

1 671

Equations (3.30) and (3.31) are identical with Kuznetsov's equations

(1976) which were derived assuming that there were only electrostatic

perturbations.

Next we must derive the "slcw-tünescale" electron equations.



As the slow timescaie phase velocity v~. will be of the order of

The ion-sound speed, which is small compared to the electron thermal

velocity,, we may assume that the averaged electron density, defined

by the relation

<n > = <n- + n + n , + n„> = n + n , (3.32)

will be given by a Boltanann distribution in the field of an

effective potential U _ _ (Zakharov, 1972; Thornhill and ter Haar,

1978). This effective potential consists of a slow-timescale

charge separation potential - e<J> and a ponderomotive potential
s

U , obtained, like <n >, by averaging over the fast-timescale

motion:

U « = - e* + U , (3.33)
err Ts pond

with

e 2 - =x,
pond 2 -1 -1

For <n > we have thus
e

e<J> - U
<ne> = nQ exp - s „, ^ J 1 U , (3 .35)

i

whence

If the electron distrilaition is stationary, we get by

arizing the equation of continuity (3.17) v

and v and retaining only slow-timescale terms

linearizing the equation of continuity (3.17) with respect to n
s

div v = - div (fLv? + n?v.)/n (3.37)-s 1-1 1-1 o

and hence, using equations (3.20) and (3.21),



divv = . — 1 div (È* div Ê, - È, div Ê?) (3.38;
-s 4rann ui -1 -1 -1 -1

o p

To eliminate e<J> we need an equation for the ion motions.

As the ion temperature is lower than T , vS will be higher than

the ion thermal velocity v„. and we can apply a hydrodynaniic

description for the ion motion. (If v « v ., one can use the

so-called "static" approximation; see Zakharov, 1972.)

For the moment we shall assume that we may linearize the ion

equations (see the discussion at the end of this paper). We than

have

36n.
..1 + n div v. = o (3.39)
3t O -1

~3t = ~ÏÏ V*s' (3.40)

where we have in the equation of motion omitted the pressure term,

since T » T. by assumption, and neglected the direct ion

ponderomotive force in comparison to the ambipolar "electron"

force.

If we restrict ourselves to density perturbations for which

n /n « 1 - which means that we can, for instance, not apply our

results directly for a comparison with the latent experimental

results of Antipov, Nezlin, Snezhldn and Trubnikov (1979) as they

have vales h_/n up to 0.3 - we can linearize equation (3.36) an
5 O

we than have

n Q pond

while Poisson's eauation becomes
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72<p = 4ïïe(n -6n.). (3.42)
S 5 X

Combining equations (3.41) and (3.42) to eliminate é we have
5

ns = öni + V2üpond / *"** + rd V 2 V (3-43)

If we assume that the spatial variations of n are on length scales
s

much larger than the Debye radius, we can drop the last term on

the right-hand side of equation (3.43) to get

2 2 . (3.44)

We can now eliminate n and v. from equations (3.39), (3.40)
S ""1

and (3.44) and using equation (3.34) we find the familiar driven

ion-sound equation

3 fin- 2 2 1 2 ~ ^

Let us briefly remind ourselves of a fundamental requirement

for the validity of our results (Gaponov and Miller, 1958). This

is the requirement that the distance travelled by an electron during

a time w~ is small compared to the characteristic fast-timescale

length scale k~ , that is

vg of -<k~ and v^ aT « k~ ; (3.46)

we note that we shall allow for vn to be more important than v ,

however. Using equations (3.20) and (3.38), this leads to the

condition

W , ,-2

o e

where W is the energy density in the Langmuir wave.



The condition (3.47) also ensures that one can neglect trie

effect of electrons trapped in the finite-amplitude, fast-tinescale

electric field of the wave (see e.g. Davidson, 1972). The -crapping

is a special case of a strong Landau-like resonant interaction

involving strong non-linear electron-orbit modifications.

Trapping in spatially localized wavepackets is also negligible

for sufficiently bccad wavepacket spectra when condition (3.47)

is satisfied. We must add that, anyway, trapping is inherently

a kinetic effect so that we cannot consider it in the hydrodynamic

description used here.

3.3 Adiabatic soling and spherical collapse

In this section we investigate the effect of the non-linear

correction terms on the stability of spherical or circular

configurations in the three- and two-dimensional cases, respectively.

At the end of the present paper wa shall briefly discuss less

symmetrical structures, but equation (3.23) is too complicated for

a quantitative discussion of the general case.

The spherical collapse was already discussed in Zakharov's

original paper (1972) but the solutions he considered were criticized

by Litvak, Fraiman and Yunakovskii (1974) and by Degtyarev, Zakhirov

and Rudakov (1975). For the spherically symmetric case equation

(3.23) becomes

lr '-I r

where we have introduced dinensionless variables by the substitutions

1

n, (3.49)
| 3 ,



with V = jj • (3.50)

The quantity d is the dimensionality (d=l, 2, or 3) of the system,

g is a function of d and given by the equations

B(d=l) = o, B(d=2,3) = -^ y. (3.51)

The term with 6 canes; from the electron non-linearities which

thus do not contribute in the one-ddjnensional case, as was

independently confirmed by Kuznetscv (1976) and Khakunov and

Tsytovich (1976; see also Watanabe and Nishikawa, 1976).

In the derivation of equation (3.48) we have eliminated fL,

y0, n and y from equation (3.23) by using equation (3.30), after

integrating over r, (3.31), (3.37) and (3.38).

We shall follow the approach used in an earlier paper (Gibbons,

Thorrihill, Wardrop and ter Haar, 1977) and for the moment for

stationary states represent the density perturbation as an as yet
2 2

unspecified function -Q(|E| ) of the plasmon density )E| :

n = -Q(]E|2) - (3.52)

Of course, n satisfies the equation

n ^ - V2n = V2|E|2 . (3.53)

In the static case, where the time-derivative can be neglected we

have clearly

Q(x) = x . (3.54)

Using equation (3.52) we gef equation (3.48) in the form

_ i — X fll.' I ï J . . . z

r

Equation (3.55) has the constants of motion

N = ||E]2 ddr , (3.56)



the plasraon number, and

H = f U(V.E)!2 -R( |E | 2 ) + - ^ i - | ddr, (3.57)

the Hamiltonian. In equation (3.57) we have R(|E| ) which is

defined by the equation

QCx) = ̂ ~^- (3-58)

We now consider a scaling factor X(t) such that

r-T/A, E * Ad/2E ; (3.59)

this scaling leaves the plasmon number (action) invariant and may

thus be called to be an adiabatic scaling. The Hainiltonian scales

as follows:

H - C } r ^ d r {X2
A"d

 R ^ S E ! 2 ) (3.60)

(3.60)

where C is a numsrical factor depending on the value of d:

C(d=l) = 1 , C(d=2) = 2TT , C(d=3) = 4ir. (3.61)

If, now,

limQ(x) a xv , (3.62)

stability against collapse, that is, as A-*°, is guaranteed, if

v * ° + I = Vcrat' {3-63)

where o is a constant depending on d:

a(d=l) = o, a(d=2,3) = 1. (3^64)

Condition (3.63) changes into condition v < 2/d for1 the Zakharov

equations (see, e.g., Gibbons, Thorrihill, Wardrqp and ter Haar, 1977)

Ti B=o. We also see that in the case (3.54), when v=l, the one-
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dimensional case leads to stationary solutions - which are, of

course, the Langrmrir solitons - even without the electron non- .

linearities. Finally, we note that, if the electron non-linearities

are taken into account, condition (3.63) is satisfied even for two-

and three-dimensional plasmas in the case of the ponderomotive force

(3.54). In the spherical approximation the corrections due to the

higher-order electron non-linearites thus lead to the possibility

of quasi-stationary solutions also in the two- or three-dimensional

case. We still need to consider, however, whether the absence of

a mathematical singularity also implies the absence of a physical

collapse to dimensions of the size of the Debye length, as seems to

be the case judging from the experimental results of Antipov, Nezlin,

Snezhldn and Trubnikov (1979) WÏJD formed apparently stable structures

of the size of several Debye lengths.

In order to study this question we shall estimate the magnitude

of the extra correction term in equation (3.48). As long as

W/n T « u we can neglect the n.. term in equation (3.53) (seeo e tt

Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978) so that equation (3.54) holds and the

self-focusing term in equation (3.48) is simply |E| t. If we

require, say, that the correction term is an order of magnitude

smaller than the self-focusing term, we have

(3.65)
r

or r 2 i> 10 6, (3.66)

whence, restoring dimensions, we get

r *> 3rD. " (3.67)

This rreans that the stabilizing action of the higher-order electron



non-linearities does not start to be fully effective until the

collapse has already proceeded quite far.

3.4 Qualitative discussion of the collapse

Before discussing the collapse of a caviton structure, that

is, a localized field accompanied by a density depression, centred

at the origin, we must draw attention to the fact that the second

term in euqation (3.48) can be written in the form

S^/Br2 + (d-l)r"1 3E/3r - (d-l)E/r2 so that the origin is a

singular point of that equation, even if B=o. One should therefore,

for the spherical case, impose the boundary condition E(o,t)=o.

This nay have been the reason why Degtyarev, Zakharov and Rudakov

(1975) considered the spherical collapse of a spherical layer of

radius R and thickness 6, with 6 « R, with a soliton-like field

structure in the r-direction. As 6 » r^, so that a fortiori

R » rD, the evolution of this model will not be affected by our

correction term. By the same token, however, it is only possible

in this model to study the very first stages of the collapse, as

the condition on 6 and R will soon be violated.

In the more general cases (see also LLtvak, Fraiman and

Yunakovskii, 1974; Galeev, Sagdeev, Sigov, Shapiro and Shevchenko,

1975) we expect that there will be two regions with different

dynamical properties. There will be a "core" region with a radius

of the order of a few times r_. which will be stabilized through the

effect of the higher order electron non-linearities, and there will be

a "corona" region which collapses towards the centre. As the

collapse proceeds, the field amplitude increases and the condition

necessary for the static approximation to hold will be violated.

This means that one should consider the hydrodynaniic approximation
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(see Thornhill and ter Haar, 1978), but that would mean usini

the full equation (3.53) when W/n T approaches the value v,

but is still below it so that the collapse is subsonic. The

self-focusing term will become increasingly important and it

will drive the collapse towards the sonic, or even, supersonic

(W/n T > p) regime. The transition to the supersonic regime

is subject to a certain amount of controversy (see Gorev, Kingsep

and Rudakov, 1976) as equation (3.53) is no longer valid for near-

sonic motion. However, numerical experiments (Galeev, Sagdeev,

Shapiro and Shevchenko, 1977) seem to indicate, at least for non-

dissipative cases, the existence of a supersonic regime. This

part of the collapse certainly needs a further study, especially

the question of whether such a supersonic stage will actually

occur in real plasmas.

If equation (3.48) remains valid during the collapse we may

perhaps expect in the later stages of ths collapse a hydrodynaniic

stabilization so that stable cavitons with spatial dimensions of the

order of the "core" radius may be formed and these may be the

structure seen by Antipov and co-workers.

2 —1Strictly speaking, as soon as CW/n TgXkrO y becomes of

the order of unity, corrections to the ion motion will have to be

considered (Goldman and Nicholson, 1978) and equations (3.39) and

(3.!»0) must be replaced by the proper non-linear equations (Laedke

and Spatschek, 1979a).

Let us finally briefly consider the general, non-spherically-

symmetric case. As compared to the original Zakharov equations, we

note that in equation (3.16) we have three extra terms. These terms

are of the relative order (kr-r.) in the static regime, but they may



become important when W/n T becomes larger. For example, in the

simple model of a self-similar supersonic collapse (Sagdeev, 1979)
2/3we have n /n =x(W/n T ) , where x ^ 0-1 and for the relat ive

magnitude of the correction terms we get (W/n T ) Q^jS) x

which shows the possible importance of the correction terms in

the hydrodynamic regime.



M-. Spontaneous excitation of nagnetic fields 'and collapse

dynamics, in a Iangmuir plasm

We discuss various aspects of the spontaneous generation of

magnetic fields in a Langmuir plasma. We first of all show that

the correct general expression for the ponderomotive force leads

to the solenoidal current responsible for the magnetic-field

generation. We derive the pondercmotive-force expression and

also the nagnetic-field generation equations from a two-tinescale

two-fluid description. We also use a kinetic approach to derive

the nagnetic-field generation equations. We discuss the stability

of nonochromatic Tangmm-n waves and show that they are subject to

both the ordinary modulational instability and to a nagneto-

roodulational instability. We show that the coupled non-linear

equations describing the electric field strength amplitude, the

plasma density, and the self-generated nagnetic field can under

certain conditions be reduced to a generalized cubic non-linear

SchrBdinger equation. We finally show, by using a virial theorem,

that the self-generated magnetic field does not stabilize the

wave collapse.



U.I Introduction

In 1971 Stamper, Papadopoulos, Sudan, Dean, McLean, and Dawson

(1971) found that large quasi-steady magnetic fields were created

in laser-produced plasnas. A great variety of physical mechanisms

for the generation of such fields, involving a collisional regime,

were examined; we refer to a paper by Max, Manheimer, and Thomson

(1978) for a review of those attempts. More recently, however

Bezzerides, DuBois, Forslund, and Landman (1977; Bezzerides, DuBois,

and Forslund, 1977) and Mora and Pellat (1978, 1979) have studied non-

linear collisionless generation mechanisms, and experimental support

for this kind of theory was provided through the work by DiVergilio,

Wong, Kim and Lee (1977).

In the papers by Bezzerides and coworkers and by Mora and Pellat

(see also the papers by Bel'kov and Tsytovich, 1978, 1979a; Tsytovich,

1978) it was shown that the magnetic-field generation is due to a

solenoidal current j_ given by the equationm"L *
E ]= - i

16mn a)
*

* [VA[EAE ]], (4.1.1)

where u is •£".- plasma frequency, m the electron mass, -e the electron

charge, and E the slowly varying complex amplitude of the high-frequency

(Ü)Q) electric field Ê:

E = i tt(r,t>e-iBot + c.c.}. f4-1-2'

However, a clear interpretation of the physical mechanism involved and a

simple derivation seemed to be lacking in these papers. Bel'kov and

Tsytovich (1979a) provided a physical interpretation by pointing out that



the slow-timescale magnetic fields are produced as a result of the

instability of strong electrostatic Langmuir oscillations against

their self-generation. Their kinetic derivation of the basic

equations is, however, still cumbersome and we shall present in

sections 3 and 4 what we feel is a simpler derivation.

Bezzerides and coworkers claim that only a kinetic theory is

capable of deriving the correct expression (4 JJ.) for the solenoidal

current, and that all attempts to use a stress tensor fornalism

without a correction for the particle stress arising from the

deformation of a background distribution function are doomed to

failure and will result in erroneous results (see also Mora and

Pellat, 1979); similarly Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979a) state

that a stress-tensor fornalism will not be able to arrive at the

correct ponderomotive force. It is, however, widely accepted that

the bulk effects of the particle distribution can be expressed in

. a fluid description, and we shall show in section 2 that, indeed,

the correct structure of the panderomotive force can be obtained

from a stress tensor formalism. In Appendix I we show that a two-

tinescale two-fluid treatment leads for a Langmuir plasma to the

correct ponderomotive force.

In section 3 we present a two-timescale two-fluid theory for

the derivation of the basic equations. This theory is analogous

to the theory used to construct the Zakharov equations of strong

Langmuir turbulence (Zakharov, 1972). This approach is supplemented

in section 4 by a kinetic approach.

In section 5 toe consider the stability of a plasma described

by the basic equations. We extend here the analysis given by Bel'kov

and Tsytovich (1979a) both by considering a more general situation and by



discussing both potential and solenoidai high-frequency fields.

However, when calculating growth rates we simplify the discussion

by restricting ourselves to the potential-field case. We find

the growth rates for both the modulational and the magneto-modulational

instabilities.

Finally, in section 6 we consider the effect of the self-generated

magnetic field on the collapse dynamics by using a virial theorem

similar to the one used by Goldman and Nicholson (1978) in their

discussion of Langmuir collapse. It is found, in contrast to a

claim by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979a) that the self-generated fields

will not stabilize the collapse. Brief accounts of sections 2, 4

and 6 of this paper have been published (Kbno, Skoric, and ter Haar,

1980a, b, c).

M-.2 The stress-tensor formalipm

The question of the correct expression for the stress tensor

a., and the ponderaraotive force f, with components f. given by the

relation
3aik

f_- = I-*— , (H.2.1)
1 k 3 x k

is a very complicated one, especially if one is dealing with high-

frequency electromagnetic fields in an anisotropic, dispersive

medium. Ws feel that it nay be instructive to discuss this problem

in some detail, especially since most discussions given so far in

the literature lead to a result in which the term in the ponderomotive

force, leading to the solenoidai current discussed in the present

paper, is omitted. We may also remind ourselves that in 1957 Landau

and Lifshitz (1960, §61) wrote: "Considerable interest attaches

to the determination of the (time) average stress tensor giving the



forces cm matter in a variable electromagnetic field.

The corresponding formulae, however, have not yet been derived."

The problem is often posed as being that of deciding whether the

expression first given by Minkowski (1908, 1910) or the one due to

Abraham (1909, 1910) is the» correct one. Excellent accounts of the

history of the controversies surrounding this question have been

given by Penfield and Haus (1967), Robinson (1975), Ginzburg and

Ugarov (1976), Ginzburg (1979) and Brevik (1979).

The form of the stress tensor for the case of a time-independent

electrostatic field for both an isotropic and an anisotropic non-

dispersive medium is given by Landau and Lifshitz (1960, §§15 and 16).

Following their method for the derivation of the stress tensor - which

goes back to Helmholtz - Pitaevskii (1961) derived the following

expression for the time-averaged stress tensor of a variable electric

field in an isotropic dispersive medium:

In equation(4.2.2)p., is the hydrostatic pressure, pointed brackets

indicate time averaging, p is the mass density, T the temperature,

and e the dielectric permittivity, while it is assumed that the

electric field strength E and the electric induction D are connected

by the relation

D = e E, U.2.3)

where e is a scalar.

Pitaevskii also considered the case where there is an external

static magnetic field present, with field strength H and

induction 13 , so that we have instead of(4.2.3)the relation

'see footnote on n.7i



where the e. 0 are c-numbers which are functions of the nagnetic fielc.

The stress tensor derived by Pit3evskii is now of the form

n

E i D k + c - c - } + W H i ^ ~W [ H 3 0^,(4.2.5)

where D is the conplex nagnitude of.D which is related to it in the

same way as E to E (see Eq.0+.1.2)).We note, that if, euo = e<S,.,H
(o)= B(o)= 0,

expression(4.2.5) reduces to (H.2.2).
4.

A careful discussion of equatior.(4.2.5),its derivation and its

consequences can be found in a paper by Washimi and Karpman (1976).

These authors were especially interested in the form of the pondero-

mative force of a high-frequency electromagnetic field in a dispersive

medium - as we are in the present paper - for which one finds from

equationsCi. 2.5)and(4.2.1)

,n

Washirai and Karpman point out that there are several restrictions

applied in the derivation of equationCt.2.5), which they then proceed to

remove. They first of all relax the restrictions [VAE] = 0 and

[ V A H ( O ) ] = 0, and find additional terms 6,f and 6a-, for f and a.,.
*~ Ir- UC — IX

These additional terras are

• 6 i f r " hi CB ( O )A[VAH ( O )] : , (4.2.7)

6 * i k = " m KW2> 6* + {% \ + c c > ' ( 4 2 8 )

where H is the conplex anplitude of the high-frequency magnetic field



H which is related to it in the same way as E is related to E (see

Eq,(4.1.2>; H is related to E through the Maxwell equations.

In the derivation of equations(4.2.5)to(4.2.8)it is also assumed

that we may neglect any tijne-derivatives of the field amplitude E.

If we relax that restriction we must use instead of equation (4.2.4)

the relation

^ 1 ^ ^ + c c . } , (4.2.9)

so that the dielectric permittivity now beccanes an operator tensor.

The situation where one must use expression(4.2.9)was discussed by

Landau and Lifshitz (1960, §61) who arrived at the end of their

discussion at the conclusion quoted at the beginning of this section.

Washimi and Karproan (1976) also discuss this problem They come to

the conclusion that there is no further correction to be made to the

stress tensor which they state to be symmetrical and a generalization

of Abraham's expression. However, neither statement is correct; one

sees on inspection that the term E. D. is not symmetrical and should

be replaced by \ ^^\, + ^\PA}* after' which the statements are correct.

In fact, a similar substitution was derived by Landau and Lifshitz

(1960, §16) for the anisotropic case. We show in Appendix I how a

two timescale two-fluid treatment of the equations of motion for

the case of a Langmuir plasma leads to the correct, symmetric

expression. For the ponderomotive force Washimi and Karpman find

a further correction, 6„f:

%m,nEmHn + uo isf %m,n

(4.2.10)

where e. is the antisymmetric third rank unit tensor. They then



discuss this resul- ani core tc the conclusion that The pcnderonotive

force for a plasma without a magnetic field, when

u>

is given by the usual expression
2

16iTU)

I t was shown by Landau and Lifshitz (1960, §16) that the replacement
A ft ft

of E. D. by (E.D, + E. D.) is a consequence of the fact that one must

take possible rotations in the medium into account when looking at

virtual displacements. This is also discussed carefully by Robinson

(1975, §4) who finds for the general tine-independent electrostatic

case the following ponderomotive force

- ̂  [ V A [ E ( O ) A D ( 0 ) ] ] + f-
S- , (4-2.13)

where the superscript (o) indicates that we are dealing with the •

electrostatic case, where p is the charge density, and where f^'Sm

is the electro-striction body force due to effects of the structure

of the medium - it includes, for instance, the term involving

3E. /3p in expression^.2.6), or the one involving he/^p in (4.2.2).

The important point to note is the appearance of the extra term with

[ V A C E ( O ) A L ( G ) : ] which may be -non-vanishing, if E ( o ) and D ( o ) are

not parallel. This will happen in an anisotropic medium in the

time-independent electrostatic case. In our case, however, we see

from equation^. 2.9)that it can also happen in a dispersive medium,

provided we are dealing with a high-frequency electromagnetic field

which is not raonochronatic, even if the medium is isotropic.
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If we are dealing with variable fields, we obtain the ponderomotive

force by a time-averaging so that we expect that apart from the term

(4.2.12)there will be a contributioru<[VA[EAD3]>/8Tr which when we use

equation(4.2.9)for I) and equation^.2.11)for e ^ leads to the

following expression for f :-
2 - 2

f = - Vp - Ë | v|E|2 + — E % ip [VA[EAE*]] + 6„f, (4.2.14)
16mu2 " 16TT< 3t *~

o o

where, indeed, the last term on the right-hand side corresponds to

the solenoidal current given by equation(4.1.1). We note in passing

that the extra term occurs here also for a cold plasma, in contrast-

to a claim made by Mora and Pellat (1979). Of course, the extra

term is missing in expression^. 2.6) derived by Pitaevskii, as he

assumed that 3E/3t = D, and it was also missing in Washimi and

Karpman's paper, because they put D-E, - II E. = 0 and thus lost the
1 JC X I

extra term.
4.3 Derivation of the basic equations

To derive our basic equations we shall use now a two-fluid

description of the plasma. Our starting equations are the equations

of continuity, the equations of motion,and the Maxwell equations:

to
-5=2 + (V.nv ) = D, (4.3.1)

(V.Etot) = 4ir Z naea , (V.Btoi:) = 0, . (4.3.3)
a

| ^ = ̂ i + \ f tOt. (4.3.4)

In these equations a(= i, e) indicates the kind of particle (ions or

electrons) we are dealing witten, e , m , and T are, respectively,



their number density, charge, mass, and temperature (in energy units),

E t o t and B t o t are the total field strengths, and the Y a are specific

heat ratios which must be fixed from kinetic theory considerations

(vide infra).

We now follow Zakharov (1972) in introducing two time-scales

which refer respectively, to the fast electron motions on a time-scale

corresponding to the plasma frequency us and to the ion motion.

Details of the procedure can be found in a paper by Thornhill and

ter Haar (1978) which we shall refer to as A in what follows (its

equations are referrred to as A(i+.1.4),and so on). In this approach

all quantities are split into two parts, one with index s varying

on the slow tine-scale and one indicated by a tilde - varying on the

fast time-scale. As in A we first of all consider the equation for

the fast component E of E ° . Using equations^.3.4)to eliminate

B t c* we f ind

& 2 - 3?
2fe + c . [VA[VAE]] = -tir-gi , (U.3.5)at2

and we now use the electron equation of motion to find j. Here a

difference with A arises, as there the term with B ° was neglected

in the equation for j. We need the fast-component part of equation

Ot.3.2)with ot=e, and the extra tern, as compared to A, is (e/mc)Cv A B ],

since the temie/ncKv^ AB] is a second-order term. Working in

what follows to first order in B and using the fast component of

the second of equationsCf.S.^we find

Here n Q is the equilibrium density which is related to the plasma

frequency u through the usual equation



(4.3.7)

We then get from equation(5.3.5)instead of equation A (2.IS) the

equation

i-§ + J Ê + c2
 [VA[VA|]: - 3v^ VC7.È)

3t ** _ e " »

where v_ (= (T /m )2) is the electron thermal velocity and where

we have, as in A, written-

n g = n Q + 6ng + n, (4.3.9)

and, for the fast motion, put y = 3 . Equation (H.3.8)is valid as long

as we consider only contributions from wavenumbers well below the Debye

wavenumber and provided the turbulence parameter W, given by the

equation

W = IÊI 2/i. _ ,o e'

is well below unity; we refer to A for a discussion of these

W = |E| /n T , C i;.3.10)

restrictions.
\

We now introduce as before the slowly varying conplex anplitude

(J)O = ui , and we then get liie following equation for E (conpare

E of E by using equation (4.1.2). It is convenient to choose here

(J)O = ui , and we then get liie fol

the derivation of Eq. A (2.i»8a)).

(4.3.11)
where r D is the Debye radius.

To complete our set of basic equations we need equations for

én and B . The derivation of these equations is similar to the

derivation of the equation for On in A, -and we can immediately use
5

the equation for 6n , and its derivation, from A. The final result is



—2 „ s , Ui.a - 16ITM

where M is the ion mass, and c the ion-sound velocity which is given

by the equation

< £ » £ , CH.3.12)
where, for the slow motion, we have put yg = 1 (see A) and have assumed

that T » T.. If the electron temperature does not appreciably exceed

the ion temperature, one needs a damping term in equation (u.3.12)(cf.,

e.g., the discussion by Bardwell and Goldman, 1976). We shall not

consider that case in the present paper.

We give in Appendix I details of the derivation of the equation

for B ; the final result is 2

[VA[VA[EAE*:]] + -Eg-B . ( u.3.14)

C2 -s

The last term on the right-hand side of this equation corresponds to

the classical (collisionless) skin effect which appears here because

we are using a hydrodynamic approach. In the next section we shall

see that a kinetic treatment can lead to the anomalous skin effect.

As a, very welcome, by-product of the derivation of equation (4.3.14)

in Appendix I we also derive, for the case of a Langmuir plasma,

the expression for the pandercmotive force which was used in the

previous section.

•̂̂  Kinetic derivation of the equation for the slow-tiraescale
magnetic field

In this section we start from the Vlasov equation for the

electron distribution f which we split up as follows:

fe * fo + fs + *' *

where f^ and f are functions of r, v , and t, normalised to Sr.c
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6ns = /fg d
3^, n = If d 3^, (4.4.

while f depends only on v and is normalized to n . For the sake

of simplicity ue shall now drop the index eof vg.

The Vlasov equation is of the form

L v A B ] } . ̂  ) = 0. (4,4.3)

If we assume that the frequency of the fast-timescale quantities is

large compared to the ratio of the electron velocity to the typical

wavelength, it follows from the relevant Maxwell equation that we

can drop the term involving B as compared to È. After Fourier

transforming with respect to both space and time (r, t •*• k,(tf) we

then get from the fast-timescale component of equation ( 4.4.3)

^ . (4.4.4)

From the slcw-timescale component of the Vlasov equation, on

the other hand, we find

ie/m ^ 1 ~ 3f(k ,v,(i) )

+ ie(m (lv c\r n\ + r— A B4=^k»^TV 2 1 fu ii 51
+ a - (k.v.) l l i s c i ' " ' + L- A - s ]>. gy- ) , (H.u.bj

where we have introduced fi and u to indicate, respectively, the slow-

and fast-timescale frequencies; we assume that

ID ~ ui and n « IÜ . (U.u.6)pe pe

As in the previous section we take the curl of the slow-timescale

Ampere law and neglect the displacement current:

= - V2 Bg = ^ tVAjL.]. (4.4.7)

the slow-timescale current jL consists of two parts, j^ and 2- »

coming from the electrons and the ions, respectively. The ion current
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is T O a first approximation equal to en v. , while from the linearized

ion equation of notion -we have

3v. _ 3B_

whence we find

ai2

] =- ^ B ^ U.4.9)

4™ e2

(4.4.10)

Comparing equations(4.4.9)and(4.3.19)we see that tine ion-current

contribution is snaller than the electron current contribution by

a factor m/M and can thus be neglected, as was done in the

previous section.

The slcw-tinescale electron current can be expressed in terms

of f and we thus find from equation (U.

VB [VA/vf dVl , (
—«S c — S —

We shall new assume that f (v) corresponds to a Maxwellian

distribution,

f o ^ ; = ^—g r - exp C ; ] , (4.4.12)
(2ir) /2vT

 d 2v%

and that

ui » ( k r v ) , Ü) » (Ck-l^l.v), (4.4.13)

which means the neglect of the (linear) Landau damping.

Because of the Maxwellian form of f the term with B in
o —s

equation(4.4.5)drops out. We can then substitute expression(4-4.4)

into equation(4.4.5)to find f and after that substitute f into
S 5

equation(4.U. 11). Straightforward, thougn eutóbersamea calculations,
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which are given in Appendix I I , then lead to the equation

~ ID] + A, (4.4.14)

where the vector A has the form

A= ^ - 1 * » • (4.4.15)

OT 9 3
pe 3 h Qr',t)dV
—j "§£ ^ : T~ 14.4.16)

Te

Under the conditions we have assumed for the derivation of

equation(4.4.14) ,equation(4.4.16) will hold. It corresponds to

the case of the anomalous collisionless skin effect (non-linear

Landau damping) which will occur in a hot Tangrniiir plasma. However,

there are situations, were we are dealing with the classical

collisionless skin effect (see, e.g., the preceding section) and

then equation(4.4.15)will hold.

In deriving equation(4.4.14)we have used the assumption that

the high-frequency electric fields were potential fields. However,

we have already seen in the preceding section that this assumption

is not necessary for the derivation of the basic equation for B .

4.5 Stability of a finite-amplitude monochromatic Langnmir wave

In the present section we shall generalize the stability analysis

given by Thornhill and ter Haar (1978 , quoted as A) for the case

where we have equation(4.3.11)instead of equation (2.48a), which

lacks the term involving B . The extra term, of course, means that
—s

the analysis in A was incorrect, although we shall see that the

changes introduced by the term involving E^ are, on The whole, very
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snail. Apart from equation(4.3.11)we also need equationC4.3.12)and

equation^. 4. i4)with A given by either equation(4.4.15)or equation

(4. 4.16). In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the case

where equation(4.4.1E) holds. It is convenient to introduce dimensionless

variables as in A. We shall use as units of tims, length, density,

electric field strength, and magnetic induction, respectively,

3/(2 v O , 3rD/2^T, 4unQ/3, 8(11^^/3)2, ̂  {8/3) (^2 ^ Q2^

(=4imiai) /3e), where y=

In these units equations(4.3.21'>,(4.3.12), and (•+• 3-14) are

3E
i -37 + V^V.E) - OCVACVAE]] - 6n E + i [ E A B J = 0, (H.5.1)

2
3 6n

3
v V = in [VAÜVACEAE*]]] 2^ | _ / _ Ë J E ! _ BCr'.t), (H.5.3)
-s -" 2n2 3t t ' | 2 "S "

where 2 2

a= — V . n=—% , X=
3v„ c

^e
Vfe now consider the stability of the following unperturbed,

finite-amplitude wave:

E = E e 1 ^ " * 6 * , fin = 0, B = 0 , C+.5.5)
~ ™O S "S

with u = k and [JCAE ] = 0, which is a solution of equations ( 4.5.1)

to (4.5.3).

He now proceed as in A and look for perturbations of the form

(k-S)) = 0. (̂ .5.6)

As E is a conplex vector, we must split equation (4.5.1)into a pair of

real equations in the real and -imaginary parts of E and then give the

perturbations the usual hannonic dependence e
i^'S'~* ö t. This neans

that the perturbations to be applied to E and E are
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, - iCq.r)- iflt
"1,2 El,2 e *"

vt _* J.(q.r)-iftt

where
q+k

-1" lïk

while b„ and b„ are unit vectors at right angles to b.. and b-, ,

respectively, in the k, q -plane.

For ön and B we assume the following expressions
5 "5

fin = n cos [(qsr) - ftt]5 B = B ccs [(q.r) - ftt]. (4.5.9)
s ™ ^s ™* ^ ^

Proceeding as in A we are now led to a 6 x 6 determinant, which is

obtained by resolving the linearized equation^. 5.1) f or the E

perturbations along b, and b„, resolving the equation for the E

perturbations along b, and b„, considering "üie linearized equation

(4.5.2), and taking the [kAq] component Cor the Cb,Ab2] or [b^Ab^

canponent) of the linearized equation(4.5.3). Fran this last equation

one notes on inspection that the other components of B are not

coupled to E or n. The determinantal form of the dispersion relation

is

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

E o c
+

0

0

0

h

Eo c-

Eo c-

= 0, (4.5.10)

wnere

if = k2 + a - (q + k) 2, 4 = k2 + P. - a Co + k) 2, (4.5.11)

c+ = cosG+ s+ = si



Li /

9+ = arc cosUk.Ck+^/kjk+ail, U.5

E, = xM<C- U.5

EquarLon(4.5,10)leads to the following dispersion relation
2 ? 2 22 n2 ct c" s+ s -

2 I + Z " Zm+ l"
9 9 o 7

O2 2 sf s^ cf cz

T L

2 2 , 2 + _ 1 (C2 _+ + V "

where

e=|Ej 2. (4.5.15)

For a comparison with other papers on the subject, and also for

our simplified discussion later in this section, it is convenient to

consider the case where only the potential perturbations E1 are

considered. In that case (E- = 0) the dispersion relation is,

instead of equation (4.5.14), „ -
•,2 2 cf c*O f

3a ii-JL (i5-i) - 3o(i5-D.6 C ̂

44- • ̂
This dispersion relation is the same as the one given by Bel'kov and

Tsytovich (1979a).

It is of some interest to write down the ratio of n to B, that is,

of the density perturbation to -the magnetic field perturbation. One
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finds easily from equation (H.5 JD) that

\ \ \ V

2L

i L: 1±x { M t U . cfi_ + L : +1± + —i nr
1. (4.5=17)

8 2L 2L" ZT V

The case ̂ dien q is parallel to k needs special attention. In

that case 9 = 0, and b and bT are the same unit vector, while b„

and b 2 are no longer uniquely defined, so that the stability analysis

needs to be redone ab initio. However, we shall assume that this case

may be considered to be the limiting case as ©+-f 0.

The conclusion reached by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979a) that

in this case there is no generation of a magnetic field seems to us

to be based on a fallacy which is caused by their restriction to

purely potential perturbations. If one considers equation (4.5.3)

and drops, for the sake of simplicity, the skin effect term, one

sees that, in general, the magnetic field will be parallel to .

[ E A { E , + E _ } ] or, if we take into account the restrictions (4.5.6)

on E, and E_, to DcAg], However, if g and k are parallel, E and

g 1 will also be parallel, but E« will be at right angles to E^,

so that the negnetic field in that case will be parallel to

[E A E „ ] , but, of course, the E_ - component was omitted by Bel'kov

and Tsytovich.

The angular dependence(4.5.17)of the ratio B/n is very
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complicated, as the right-hand sides of equation^. 5.17) still contain

the frequency ft which must be found from the dispersion relation

e+.5.mknd which itself is a function of the angle 6 between k and g.

From the discussion in A it is clear that the discussion of

the stability of a finite-amplitude pump wave is a complicated one.

Even in the case discussed in A where the self-generated magnetic

case is neglected further simplifications were made in order to reach

any conclusions. Before we start a discussion of the dispersion

relations(4.5.l4)or(U.5.16)we shall briefly consider what one should

do ideally. We are dealing with an isotropic plasma in which T » T.

so that the only excitations which nay occur are langmrir* waves,

ion-sound waves, and transverse electromagnetic waves. We have

assumed that we may neglect any waves which are thermally excited -

in A it was shown that the corresponding value of the plasma parameter

W, defined by equation (4.4.10},is negligibly small for most plasmas.

The only parameters in our dispersion relations are f$, k, and a

(or n or x ) • Ideally we should thus find the growth rate y and

the corresponding g as functions of B,k,a, and the angle 6 between

£ and k and after that maximize Y as a function of 9. From Table 1

in A we see that n is at least 0.02 (for a thermonuclear or laser

plasma), but likely to be much smaller, which means that a is at

least 20, but likely to be much larger. Our equations cease to be

valid when W becomes of the order of unity; this corresponds to

6 - u~ U 2000). As in A we shall separately consider the static

case when 6 « 1 and the hydrodynamic case when 0 » 1. An important

parameter occurring in the dispersion relations is £; until we have

found 8 and q we cannot say anything about its value, but from the

last of equations (4.5.4)it follows that x is at most - 0.2.
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As with 0 we shall separately consider the cases |£| « 1 and |£| » 1.

Wa must now further simplify our analysis. On inspection we

see that the contributions from E 2 to the dispersion relations have

2 2essentially all an extra factor n (= v„ /c ) so that we are probably

justified - at least in order to obtain a qualitative picture of

what is happening - to drop the contributions coming from the non-

potential perturbations and to consider the approximate dispersion

relation &.5.16)rather than the full dispersion relation (4.5.14.).

Next, we shall assume that q » k, that is, we shall consider a very-

long-wavelength pump. As can be seen from the discussion in A, this

entails that we are looking for such initial wavenumbers k that the

decay instability is forbidden. When k « q, cos 9 = -cos 8_* cos 0,

and dispersion relation (4.5.16 becomes

2 2 2 2
3a iL=l_ (ig-i) + 3a(ig-l)B -̂ -£*r C 4.5.18)

q2 c?-n2

9 2 2 2 ' 1 ?
0 -q R 2q s fi2 4s c _ n

+ 7 p U 9 P ~~ÏÏ 9 " '
q^ q-ft q -JT

where

c = cosS, s = sinS. (4.5.19)

Finally, we shall drop the term with 3 in equation (4.5.18).

The justification for this is most easily seen, if we restore all

dimensions to our equations.. It then turns out that the ratio of

2 - 2

the term with 6 to the terms with 6 is of the order W(qrn) , and

as our equations are valid only, provided qr- « 1 , while W is at

most equal to unity, we see that we are justified in dropping the

last term on the right-hand side of equation(4.5.18). We shall thus

consider the simplified dispersion equation

3a 5-3^ (15-1) + 3a(i£-l)e %-£*• + £^SL g J c V _ 0> (U.S.20)
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We note that, formally, we obtain the results of A by letting t, tend

to infinity.

When discussing the solutions of the dispersion relations we

must make one further division in our cases: we shall__separately

consider, for the case when g » 1, those angles - near IT/2 - for --
2 2 2 -----~

which nBs » 1» and those for which n0s « 1. As s ( 1, n < 1, -

the first case- is a relativelj' rare one, but can, in fact, be realized.

Let. us first consider the case when | £ | « 1. In that case we can - :

find the maximum growth rate y corresponding to a vavenumber

from the following equations (cf..equations A ~(3.37)and A (3.39)),

4x " 2e'
[2 q ^ - 3e q ^ + e

2 q 2 ^ + B B X q ^ - J r t f s 2 q ^ ] = 0 ,

(4.5.21)

X = c 2 + C l - q ^ . )n s 2 , e = 1 - 2gn s 2 , ( 4 . 5 . 2 3 )

where

and where q_ and Y are still function of Ö.
TiBX max

Let us first consider the case when £ « 1, £ « 1 . This is a

simple case and we find

q ^ O ) = g5 [ e2 + ^ 2 - , ^ y^ (e)= B[c
2+Tis2], (U.5.2U

with the maximum growth rate occurring when c = 1, that is 9 = 0,

when QJJ^ = B5, Y-̂ -̂ = 3, which is exactly the same result as in A

for the static case. If one restores units, the result - apart
_ i _

from numerical constants of order unity - is q ^ = W2 ky, y = Wni_ ,

where k. = 1/r^ and W is given by equation^.3.10). In this case

\E\ =yB z so that our assumption |5j « 1 is justified only prcvided
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n Ai « 6 « 1, (4.5.25)

which means that the electron temperature must be well below 10 K.

Although this is not completely excluded, condition^. 5.24) seems

to be very tight, so that the magnetic field generation may affect

the modulational instability in an indirect way.

Let us next consider the case when 3 » 1, |c| « 1,8ns « 1.

In that case we find

= 2(0c)1/3, Y m a x (e)= (26c)
372, (4.5.26)

and the maximum growth rates again occur far c = 1, 9 = 0, when the

results are again the same as in A: Y-™ = C26)5, < a ^ = 2f5Y-™

Restoring units and dropping numerical constants of order unit we

fiM Ymax V

indeed, satisfies the condition £ « 1. In this case, the self-

generation of the magnetic field does not affect the modulational

instability at all. However, we must still consider the case

g » 1, |C| « 1, Pns2 » 1. In that case we find

(9) = 6* i|/ (9), yimy. (6)= B * (9), U.5.27)

where iji(9) i s a solution of the equation

6 2 4 1 0 9 ? ? U 9 9
V - Snŝ  41 + 4ns (cz + 2r)^n - Hn s (ĉ  + ns ) = 0, (4.5.28)

while <J>(9) is given by the equation

<|>2 = H»2 (2ns2 - * 2 ) . (4.5.29)
2 2

As ns « 1, even though we may have 3ns » 1, we find

from equations(4.5.28)and(4.5.29)

(Bns2)=, YjnaxCö^Sns2, (4.5.30)
and the largest growth rate now occurs for s : 1, 6 * ir/2.

Restoring units and dropping numerical constants of order unity
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I - 1
we have q ^ - r\z W k^., Y - nWw - We see that the condition

| E | « 1 is sa t isf ied. We also note tha t the maximum growth rate

Y (ir/2) i s , in fac t , larger than Y (0) following from (4.5.26),'max ' JO 'rvax "=

provided

Bn2 > 1, (4.5.31)

which can be satisfied, provided

n > y5, or T e > 10
8K. (4.5.32)

If inequality(4.5.32)is satisfied, which can happen in a hot, strongly

turbulent plasma, the maximum growth rate can occur for 9 = ir/2.

It follows from equation (4.5J.7)that in that case n = 0, but B t 0:

this case corresponds to the so-called magneto-modulational instability.

In the strong turbulent case, the term involving B in equation (4.5.1)
—s

can thus for a hot plasma make a significant difference. However,

we have also seen that for most situations the maximum growth rate

occurs for 9 = 0, when B = 0, so that there is very little change

from the modulational instability as discussed in A. We must,

however, still consider what happens, if \l\ » 1. Instead.of

equations(4.5.2l3and(4.5.22>/re now find from equation(4.5.20)the

dispersion relation
($22 - q2) (q11 - fl2) + 2B q4 c 2 = 0, ( 4.5.33)

and we note that this is the same as equation A (3.36) with B

replaced by Be . We thus find for a„ and Y „ the relations

= B^c, YjjgxO) = Bc2, B « 1 ; ( 4.5.34)

= J%racr*, Y (9)= »>2|32c, 8 » 1 , C 4.5.35)
JBaj\

and once again the largest growth rate occurs for 9 = 0, and in

that case is the same as in the pure modulational instability case,
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and as in the cases given by equations Or.E.24) and(4.E.26i . From

equation (4.5.13) and the expressions for qjjHX and Yn a x we find that

the condition | c | » 1 corresponds to the inequality

n2 » gji, (4.5.36)

which is. impossible when P *> 1, but may be possible for a sufficiently

hot plasna when 8 « 1.

The results obtained in this section agree with those given by

Bel'kov and Tsytovich Cl97ia), as does the estimate of the minimum

value of T for the non-linear Landau damping to become important -

our inequality(4.5.32)is equivalent to their (3.22). As they do not

give the angular dependence in their equation (4.2) explicitly, it is

impossible to check whether that equation is the same as our equation

(4.5.17).

We must emphasize that in this section we have, on the one

hand, considered only a very small part of the general parameter space,

namely, that part for which q » k. Moreover, we have restricted

ourselves to a manochromatic pump(4.5.5). One should clearly extend

the analysis of A for the case of a pump with a finite band width.

It is likely that also in that case the term with B in equation (4.5.1)

will only exceptionally play an important role.

4.6 Collapse dynamics

In order to get some idea of how -the self-generated magnetic

fields will affect the collapse dynamics of a turbulent plasma we

shall consider a simplified version of our equations. Ws shall restrict

ourselves to the static limit, that is, we shall neglect the first

term on the left-hand side of equation (-4.5.2). Moreover, we shall

neglect the skin effect, that is, neglect the last term on the



right-hand sides of equations(4.5.3) We can then eliminaxe or._ and

B from the equations and we are left with a generalized non-linear

Schrödinger equation for E:

i _ 2 + v(V.E) + |E [£ +TICEA[EAE ]] = 0. C *.6.

where we have, finally, restricted ourselves to potential fields,

[VAE] = 0.

Equation(4.5.1)can be derived from a Langrangian densityoO

given by the equation Ccf. the discussion by Gibbons, Thornhill,

Wardrop, and ter laar, 1977, quoted as B in that follows)

3E 3E
^ | | 2 \\k ! " | 2 . (4.6.2)

Proceeding in the usual way (see e.g., B or Goldman and Nicholson,

1978) we'get the conservation laws

8 T>»(7.T) = 0, ( 4.6.U)

where

J> - i{(E.7)E*- (E*.V)E> (U.6.5)

= P + JICVACEAE*]], (4.6.6)

jZ. + (V.E) ^E.*}

- i 6i;.{(V.[E(V.E*) +E*(V.E)3 + |E|
U+ n |[EA£*]| 2}. (4.6.7)

Fran equations(4.6.3),(»».6.U)and the Lagrangian density we obtain

the conserved quantities

N = ƒ |E|2d3r, (4.6.8)

3r, .(4.6.9)

H = ƒ {|(y.E)!2 - 5|E|4 - f uii^jjVr. u-6'10)
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We now follow Goldman and Nicholson (1978) to obtain an equation
2 ifor the time evolution of the root mean square spatial width <6r >5

of a localized wave, using |E|. /N as a probability weighting factor.

Using equations(4.6.3),(4.6.4) andlihe equation of motion in(3-D case)

; ..-.-• £_ <r> = -w = constant, ' - . (4.6.11)

: we find

<6r2> = E-P - ̂  3- ƒ {|E|4 + Ti|lE/\E*]|2}d3r. (4.6.12)
N

Integrating equation5.6.12)we find

V 1 . ._
+ Bt + C - I at.'-f dt_'I(t„), (4.6.13)

: o o
where A is a constant of motion, given by tiie equation

2H
TTA = T ? -^ö » (4.6.14)

while

I(t) = /{lEl** + n|[EAE*l|2}d3r, (4.6.15)

and B and C are integration constants.

We note (a) that, if A < 0, <6r2> will collapse to a value of
2

the order r D in a finite time. Once such a value is reached, our

equations cease to be valid.. As the integrand in equation(4.6.15)is

larger than the integrand corresponding to the case considered in B

and by Goldman and Nicholson, where the self-generated magnetic field

is neglected, we see that the collapse is enhanced by the generation

of B , contrary to the statement made by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979a).

This, of course, is consistent with the result we found in the preceding

section that the growth rate of the linear.instability was

increased as compared to the case of thepure modulational instability.

The enhancement of the collapse development is unlikely to be large,
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as the extra term in the integrand in equation^-£• 15) contains a

2 2factor TI = v™ /c .
•"•e
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Appendix I

Derivation of equation^.3.m)and of the expression for the

pondermotive force.

Combining the electron equations of continuity and motion one

obtains the following equation for 3nv /3t:

anv
-SF" + ne

1 K 5tot

Taking the slow-timescale part of this equation we find

I t {noïes + <fï 4 > } = " V < noV V " £ <f^>

- fe <nocv i> - 5 no v k v ^ v - lv<?e • (I-2)

where the pointed brackets here indicate averaging over the fast

time-scale, (see A ) , where we have dropped

higher-order non-linear terms (of higher order in B and of order

W(kTjj)n, n >1{W is given by equation (4.3.10^nd k is a typical wavenumber

which in all our considerations is always much sneller than J O , and
it IT

where we have introduced the dyadic notation : so that

(V<a:b>)i = 1 (a±V b. + a.V b ^ . (1.3)

We now use the zeroth apprcorifletion 3v^/3t = - eE/m or

V^((D) = - ièÊ(io)/mu) and Fourier transform to write

dm, du,
<n

o 2e
: V - <n

o
J — S-fiT 2e(ü)i): ̂ e (ü)2)

, diü1 dtü„ Ü> _
< / ^ / U —ES. E (IÜ,): E (ÜJ„) exp (-

U)-,ÜJ„ - 1 - 2 ^

(I.u)

As we need the slow-timescale part of this expression we put W„=-X-+H,
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where Q is a typical slow-timescale frequency, fi « u , we expand

in terms of JVcu,, which neans dropping higher-order time derivatives

of slcw-timescale quantities (conpare the derivation of equation (2.4.9)

fay Landau and Lifshitz), and introduce "the dielectric permittivity of

a Langnuir plasma (compare equation (2.4.11))

/ \ _ -l X3e f-r r\

We then get from equation (1.4)
o

~ . .-. ̂  _ 1 ^ r 1 f Ctt'

2u

ifi] E(u)1):E(-u)]+Q)e'
ou-l

da), ,„

: I

= TS W " 8̂J < ; ̂  / f CD

We next consider the term e<n E>, and use the Poisson equation for

n and the Maxwell equation 3B/3t = - C C 7 A E ] :

e<nÈ> = - -^( L

~ <V(È:È) -IV È2

- } E2) - |t£*|f ]> (1.7)
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Finally, we consider the term eno[vgAB]/c, using for n $ = - j/

the Maxwell equation [VAB] = ( W e ) j + c" 3E/8t, and also using

the Maxwell equation (V.B) = 0:

en ^ ~

= - -jji- <V(B:B - J B2) - i [||A|] > (1.8)

Combining equations (1.2), (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8) we now get

i_V<CÈ + B2) > + ̂  V<B:E>+ ̂ V<D:| + |:D>

We see that we have hers obtained the complete, correct expression

for the ponderomotive force *( see comment on p.71).

If we now têke the curl of this equation, use the Maxwell equation

C[VAE ] = - 3B /3t, drop the higher-order term involving v , and use

the slow-timescale Ampere law, from which we drop the ion contribution

to the total current (this is justified in section U) and the

currentt

[ V A B ] = - ÜjS (n v +<üv >}, (1.10)

and integrate with respect to time, we find

2 ie * une

"^pe " " c "S

We note in passing that it is the solenoiaal part of the current

which is responsible for the self-generation of E_ and that this

current is, indeed, given by equation (^.1.1}.



At this point we must make a few remarks about the work by

Tsytovich (1978) and by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979b, c). We note

from equations (1.10) and (1.9) that there are two contributions

to the slowtimescale electron current which contribute to B .

In fact, the one, n,v , gives a term proportional to (E*.V)E-(E.V)E ,o^es — — — ™"

and the other <ny >, a term proportional to E(V.E )- E (v,E), which

combine to give [VA[EAE ]]. Tsytovich+(1978) only considers the second

contribution and then - for no clear reason - adds "tine other contribution,

or rather neglects the curl of the difference when he goes from his

equation (5) to his equation (6). This omission of the n v term is,

however, mare serious in the discussion by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1979b,c)

where they state that collisional effects just introduce a numerical

factor of order unity in front of the first term on the right-hand side

of equation (1.11). However, once again they consider only the

<nv > term which they thus show to have such a numerical factor. If

the n v term is unaltered, this would mean that the result can noo—es

longer be written as a single term proportional to [VA[VA[EAE 111.

* Kinetic refinement of the pressure tensor term 7*pe seems necessary ,

as usual representation i.e. p.. = T A T 6^. includes none of the

higher-order effects of the fast-tjmescale fields.This would enable

the rigorous -mathematical derivation of (I.ll)fram (1.9)(see App.II):

This type of fallacy lead Tsytovich (1978) to state incorrectly
that the soienoidal part of the current is absent for purely
transverse-electromagnetic fast-timescale fields.
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Appendix II

Derivation of equation (4.4.14)

We start from equation(4.4.7)and, using equations (4.4.4)and(4.4.5)to

find f_, we have for j the equation

js(k,n> = -e jv fs(k,£2)d
3v = j s l + j s 2 , ' (II. 1)

where
3

3 v d v do).

m _ _

3f
E(k, ,1»),) E(k-k, , Sï-üi,) . (k , . •*£• )

"-1- -*• x -*• rrv-v T — 1 " x °^
i- ii- i- i - ^1 3v (m-ÜcT.v) '

. 2 f v .d 3 v

e
where we have used inequalities (4.4.13)to reduce the Maxwell equation

for E to the form

[VAÈ] = 0, (II.4}

so that we can write

EOC,ÜJ) = (k/k) E (k,ü>). (H.5)

This means that we are restr ict ing ourselves in section 4 to

potential high-frequency fields.

Far the derivative in equation (II.2) we have

3fo

k
9 3 f«

- (k1.v)]'z (kĵ . ^ )k1. (II.6)

To sinplify equation ( I I . 2) we now write, for any function F(k,u>),



dwi. dw,
?%, u1) = i I ƒ-jp {FCk^) + FCk-kp n-u^j, (II.7)

after which the firsv term on the right-hand side of equation CII.&)

leads to the following integral over v:

, v d3y. fl-(k.v) fv 3 cr, , , 3 .-
i n-(k.v) in-u^CEk-l^ï.v)^-(kj-v)} -l'3v) V L ^ ~ ^ l J W o' (II.8)

Vte now ej^and the denominators in powers of the small quantities (cf.

(t.'+.13)and(4.4.'6))n/u1, (Ck-knl.y)/^, and (k-i-v/u,). The leading terro

and the first-order term lead to odd functions of v and thus vanish

on integration. This leaves us with the following integral over v:

ƒ v d3 vtasi-w.vjqcj/g!} ( ^ - ^ - •£ > f
o- ( I I - 9 )

Integrating by parts, we are left with a simple integral which finally

gives us the following contribution to j ,:

.(i) V 3 _ ,^ È^^ëck
2m ^ l^l k ^ l ^

k^k2 - 4kx (k.l^) + t k ^
2 } , (11.10)

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (II. 6) leads

similarly in the same approximation in the above-mentioned small

quantities to the integrals

v d3v , 3f
f TRg^M^r1^ *' af}

and

vd3v (k,.Ck-k-3)
2 / ^ § j (C0-(k.v)

= 2

vd3v (k^Ck-k,]) 9f

(11.12)



We now restrict our discussion to The case of a Langnmir piasr.a.

In that case the frequency ft of the slow-tijnescale notion will be

the difference between two frequencies corresponding to Langmuir

waves and in that case one always has ft « kv™ so that we can

neglect in (H.ll) and (IIJ.2) J2 as compared to (k.y). The

integral (11.11) then vanishes, as it is an odd function of y,

while (11.12) reduces to
,3 3f

2 ƒ Ü-|J£ q^.Ck-k^KDc-a^J. -^S ), (11.13)

leading to the following contribution to j , :

,„) n e dm. Ë Ë

which together with j V, gives us the following expression for j , :

nQe3 did1 È q ^ , ^ ) E (k-kx , Q-Ü^)

o»,2 , 2ir

x "- '-2

n e 3
 / du).

5 — o " v T- tkA[È(}c ,w )A ËÜc-fc, ,0-to,)]] (11.15)
2mz Si 2TTU| -a 1 - - - 1 1

we have again used equation ( I I . S).

We now turn t o the second term on the right-hand side of eauation

( I I . 1 ) . I f again we neglect fl as compared t o ( k . v ) , we have

"e
We use Di rac ' s equation

f. = i; + iriö(x),
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where P indicates that we must take a principal value integral, while

ö(x) is the Dirac delta-function. Decomposing v into its camponentfe

along k, v , and at right angles to k, v , we see that the principal

value integral vanishes, as it leads to integrals of odd powers of at

least one component of y. The delta-function.term in (11.17) leads

to the result

fo dv«»

n e 2

° (11.18)

" - - "e"" •

If we admit damping of the magnetic field by mechanisms other

than those provided by the Tjrirgmiir waves, i t is possible that Ü

could be large compared to kv_ . In that case we find from equation

(II.3)

ie2 3
i_o =^ö— / v ( v .E ) f_d dy

in e2

If we now use the slow-tinescale Maxwell equation in the form

«Bs(k,o.)Is e [kAEsCk,fi>] y . CII.20)

and equation (U.1.2)Ln the form

i(k,a») = if dfi[E(k,fi) «(üi-üi^-n) + E*(k,fi)6(ü)+ü> -Q)D, (11.21)
- - pe - - pe

we obtain equation <H.mh) from equations (11.15), (H.18), and (11.19).



5. On the ponderonotive force in a plasm nedium

In the present chapter, we want to discuss, in sone derail,

the general question of the ponderamotive force in a plasma medium

(Landau and Lifshitz, 1960). We wish to give a physical interpretation

of the novel ponderamotive force formula C+. 2.11) obtained in the

previous chapter. In particular, the simplest case of an externally un-

magnetiaed plasma will be.considered.

We feel that the obtained result goes beyond the framework of

the problem considered in chapter 4 and that it is of potential

importance in a number of non-linear effects caused by the ponderomotive

force, which have been studied extensively recently.

The implication of the nexj solenoidal ponderomotive force term

under various physical situations will be dicussed and the relation to

some previous work will be examined briefly.

5.1 Physical foundation

Let us return to the question of the ponderamotive force in a

plasma medium (Landau and Lifshitz, 1960). This problem has been

studied in great detail in the last twenty years and has already

appeared in a number of textbooks on plasma physics (e.g. Schmidt, 1966;

Chen, 1974). The term "ponderomotive" usually refers to a non-linear

low-frequency phenomena induced by a high frequency field. The concept

of a tine-averaged ponderanDtive force dates back to the radio-

frequency confinement schemes of the late 1950's (Gaponov and Miller,

1958; Ifotz and Watson, 1967). In contemporary hot-fusion plasma

research, the ponderomotive effects account for a number of non-linear

phenomena such as: paranetric instabilities (e.g. Gorbunov, 1973;

Drake et al., 197M0; density modifications (Lee, Fcrslund, Kindel and



Lindman, 1977); formation of soliton-caviton field structures under s-

strong turbulence conditions (e.g. Thorrihill and ter Haar, 1978) and

the magnetic field self-generation in laser-produced plasmas (Max,

Manheimer and Thomson, 1978). Furthermore, its importance in the

processes of .wave heating (Porkolab and Chang, 1978), plugging of

open systems (Hiroe et al., 1978) and in impurity control in

magnetic confinement schemes has been examined recently.

In the previous chapter we have derived (4.2.14) a new

contribution to the ponderonotive force with a non-potential term.

Although the absolute valus of the new term is smaller by a factor

(as ~1 ~ S.n|E|) than the familiar potential V|E|2 term (where •£ SLn\E\

denotes the typical slow-timescale field envelope dependence), this

term represents the lowest order non-vanishing contribution to a

solenoidal farce.

In the stress-tensor approach (section 4.2) we have already

shown that previous derivation procedures were incomplete, as they

resulted in the emission of the solenoidal force. Furthermore, we

have shown that both hydrodynamic (Appendix I) and kinetic (Appendix

II) procedures support the novel formula.

In what follows we shall attempt to clarify some of the

physical ideas on the basis of the result obtained. For the sake of

simplicity we shall consider an externally unmagnetized collisionless

plasma under the influence of a high-frequency (u ) electromagnetic

wave E.

In this case, according -to (4.2.14), the ponderomotive-

radiation pressure force is given by

_ » ™ • m — • '•_ v i r . i • — • • » i * ^ • _ — — i v . i r . ^ P

~ P 167TÜ). - E1J -
--UC O



where E = E_(r_,t) is the slowly varying complex amplitude of the high-

frequency field E given by (4.1.2) and where we have dropped the ö„f

correction in order to concentrate on the dominant part of the force

(furthermore, for a longitudinal field vJbo, 6„f=0).

We have pointed out -that the occurrence of .the solenoidal

contribution in (5.1) cones from the non-vanishing nature of the

term (see discussion preceding (4.2.14)).

*§? ~ "§JF < V ~ ( Ï "^ (5*2)

In an isotropic (unmagnetized)dispersive-plasma medium, one is led to

expect that 5(r,t) and E(r,t) should be co-linear and hence <S> to be

zero. Howewer, we shall see that, apart from the obvious one-dimensional

case, this conclusion is in general incorrect.

Clearly, the solenoidal term in (5.1) is zero for a purely

nonochromatic-sinusoidal wave, but so is the potential V|E| force.

Moreover, it is well known that, for waves of physical significance,

the departure from the strict periodicity is essential. For the sake

of simplicity, we shall introduce a slowly modulated single-frequency

wave, as already defined by (4.1.2) and given by

E = 1 |E<r,t>e"ix'ot + c.c.l (5.3)

It should be pointed out that, according to the definition (5.3)

the field amplitude E(r,t) incorporates a harmonic e •&- as well as

a slowly-modulated spatial variation.

In a number of derivations (e.g. Schnidt, 1966) the slow-

tinescale amplitude dependence was. omitted and only the slow-spatial



dependence indicated explicitly. However, consistent treatment should

include both effects simultaneously as the spatial dependence through

a wave dispersion relation usually requires a corresponding temporal

dependence.

The general relation between the fast-varying D and E, in

the framework of linear electrodynamics, for an isotropic dispersive

medium, can bewritrten as. (Landau and Infshitz, 1960, §58)

Jf(t-T) ECD(t) = E(t) + jf(t-T) E(T)dT , (5.4)

or °

DCt) = E(t) + iw P(t) (5.5)

where P is the polarization vector. The principal property of

dispersive media is the non-local dependence of D(t) on E(t). In

equation (5.4) f(x) is a function of time and of the properties of

the medium. In general, the dependence of D and B at a given instant

is not local, i.e. determined by the values of È and H at that instant,

but rather depends on the values (tine-history) of J[ and H at any

previous instant. This expresses the concept of the "memory" of the

dispersive media.

However, Fourier transforming (5.4) we get a local relation

D(w) = e(oi) E(Ü>>, (5.6)

where the dielectric constant e(u) is defined as

Strictly speaking, one should also include the effect of spatial dispersion
in formula (5.4) by introducing the corresponding integral over space,
where f(x) becomes f (r,x). In the case of an isotropic homogeneous
plasma, spatial dispersion is caused by the -thermal component of the
particle velocity and is usually not significant (Ginzburg, 1970).
Accordingly, for a cold plasma, spatial dispersion in (5.4) is absent.



f*> "lult
1 + f(x) dr , (5.7)

while its frequency dependence defines its dispersion law.

If vie now look at the simplest model of a cold plasma and

recognise the fact that the polarisation P_ of the medium is given as

the dipole moment per unit volume, we get

P = n Q p e (5.8)

where 5 , the elementary-electron dipole moment (n - electron density)

is given as

5 = - e£ (5.9)
fe

with £ the electron displacement in the field of a high-frequency wave.

From the electron equation of motion one gets

d £ e _. e 2 È , (5.10)

dt2 m

leading to

2 t X
i«TP = imn p = WmoB f f É (r,x)dTdX. (5.11)

m
o o

f f E ( r ,

After partial integration one finally obtains

t A t

j J£(r,T)dTdA = J (t-x) |( T ) dt , (5.12)
o o o

which according to (5.4) defines

2
TO e o

•F(T) = O _ *
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On the other hand, Fourier transforming (5.11) yields

1 2
e toi

or D(u) = ( I - - 3 2 ! - ) E(üi), (5.13)
a,2 "

that gives the well-known plasma dielectric constant

2
e(ü>) = 1 2Ë .

If we row concentrate on a purely monochromatic wave, that i s

È - •>
— " 2

(5.11) simply yields

E o o -
-=o + cc. ; E = const> integration

2
D(t) = (1 - 3 £ _ ) È(t ) . (5.14)

2
o

This is the obvious result defining a local dependence and hence co-

lirearity of D and E_. However, the above result represents rather a

special case, as for an arbitrary tine-dependent E(t) field the

relation between D(t) and E(t) remains non-local. The plasma has a

"memory" which leads to a breaking of Üie time-synnietry of the plasna

response. The same is true for even a slightly non-stationary high-

frequency E field, as is the one introduced by (5.3).

The importance and inplicatians of the non-stationarity of the

high-frequency field has been discussed, only recently, in a kinetic

investigation of ponderanotive force effects (Schamel, 1979; Schamel

and Sack, 1980), but the discussion was restricted to the one-dimensional



case. Due to time non-symmetry, a new kinetic effect leading to

an irreversible electron heating was predicted. Although these

authors correctly emphasised the importance of the wave non-

stationarity, due to their one-dimensional approach, they missed

the solenoidal contribution, to the ponderomotive force (4.2.14).

Consequently, an attempt to generalize formally the one-dimensional

result to the three-dimensional case (Schamel and Schmidt, 1980)

led to incomplete results for the ponderomotive force.

Let us now return to the general case of a non-stationary

wave in a three-dimensional plasma. If we assume the time variation

of J[(t) in both its magnitude and its vector direction; or in the

sense of (5.3) that the amplitude E(r,t)^ const, we simply conclude

that the integral over tune (5.12) will lead to a contribution which

is non-colinear with E(r,t). Following the definition (5.4), it

will result in a non-vanishing E(r,t)*5(r,t) term. Indeed, if we

look far the vector product of E,J) where D is given by (5.4), the

trivial condition for a non-zero result

•t

ÈCt) ̂  D(t) = f f (t-T) È(t) A Ê(T) dx t 0

indicates E ( T ) ~ E(t) * 0,

and requires time-variation of the vector field E(t).

In the case of a single frequency (to ) wave with a slowly

time-dependent amplitude E(r,t) (5.3), one can expand E(r,t) in a

series of Fourier components of the harmonics defined by the slew-

frequency j-̂r £n[E| [ («to ). In that way, up to the lowest order

in the expansion, one gets (Landau and Lifshitz, 1960)



(5.15)

Substituting (5.14) in (5.2) and taking the slow-varying par t , one

simply gets

(5.16)
- 8lT-~-am - 3 ^

lbTTü)
O

•that is, the proper solenoidal term given in formula (5.1). If we

restrict ourselves to the longitudinal high-frequency field, where

we have

1 = - 1 We1'1') + c.c.j , (5.17)

where ty = - (o> t - 3^ r) and $ = <}>(r,t) is the slowly-varying envelope,

we find

E~E' = 2i (<1MJ>) A v J , (5.18)
I J

which is non-vanishing as long as grad $(r,t) is not in the direction

of the propagation vector (k ).

5.2 Derivation procedure

In order to obtain the expression for the ponderomotive force

in a plasma, the common derivation procedure rests on single particle

dynamics (Motz and Watson, 1967; Chen, 1974). The corresponding value

of an effective force is then taken sijnply as the particle number

density (nQ) times the single-particle value of the force (Chen, 1974).

On the other hand, the ponderomotive force in a medium is

originally defined as a nacroscopic-body force per unit volume, in a

fluid-momentum (n m V) equation (Landau and Lifshitz, I960).



Accordingly, the search for the effective force should be performed

in the framework of fluid-continuous medium dynamics. Although

these two approaches are not conceptually equivalent, both procedures

yield the correct result for the familiar potential V|E| force.

However, we shall see that in order to get the complete description,

including both potential and solenoidal contributions to the force

(5.1), one has to distinguish between these two formulations.

The complete hydrodynamic derivation procedure was given in

Chapter 4 (Appendix I) and here we shall consider a simplified case

in order to clarify certain physical aspects and to point out the

relation to the previous work.

According to our previous discussion, in the presence of

high-frequency fields, the time-averaged ponderomotive force is

defined as

It <mn^ = ̂  C5

where <....> indicates time-averaging over the fast-timescale, and

n and v are the corresponding density and velocity of an electron-

ion fluid, respectively. If we assume the separation of the slow

and fast-timescale and represent a n quantities as a sum of slow

and fast-varying parts,

n = n + n , v = v + v,
s ~* s —•

where <n> = n ^ n and < * - v * we can write (5.19) as

3 m (n v + < nv> ) = f . (5.20)
jr o —s - -pond

On the other hand, the single-particle slow-time equation of motion

(in a laboratory frame) reads



3t " o-^s ~ -pond, (5.21)

implying the simple relation

(5-22)

Let us now discuss in some detail the simplest case of an

electron-fluid under the influence of a high-frequency longitudinal

(V,£=0) field E, given by (5.3). The electron-fluid equation of motion

reads

| = - | E . . (5.23)

The slow-time component of (5.23) is

Where we kept the terras up to the second order in the electric field

E_ . According to our definition (5.21) in this case

C5'25)

l-fe now find the zeroth approximation for the fast-time velocity

\r, given by

_^ __e_E or VOD) = - — EU). (5.26)
3t m

Employing the Fourier transform, we write

* Although yielding correct result, exposed derivation is of a

phenonenological nature and should be taken as illustration. Real

justification lies in the kinetic procedure (e.g. Kuznetsov,1976;this

work,Appendix II )



(5.27)

duj f dn
2ir J 2rr

Making use of (5.26) we further get

-iftt .

As we are looking for the slow-timescale part, we can expand in the

small quantity Q/to to get

,~ v^ ,e-»2f dü)f dn 1 /•-, 12.
<(vv)v* = (—) — — —rï v.l+ —

— — m | 2ir 2ir 2 ui'

Introducing the time Fourier transform of (5.3) as

3-n]

(5.28)

Ë(ÜI) = i fdïJ jE(i2)ö(w-ü) -S2) + E*(fi)ö(ü)+ü) -n) (5.29)

J fc~ o — o J

Ewhere E_(J2) and E (fi) are the corresponding Fourier components of the

slow-tuns amplitudes E and E_ respectively, one gets

<(EV)E>n 6(id+(0o) + <(EV)E>n6((üü) )}, (5.30)

where <....>_ denotes -Üie Fourier component of the corresponding time-

donain term.

Finally, substituting (5.30) in (5.28) and Fourier transforming

one obtains



(vV)v >= i (|)2 - ^ | (E*7)E

_ i ^ ) 2 1 _| I (E*V)E - (EV)E* |

or

(lï (O

o o

(5.31)

which is the single-particle ponderomotive force. On the other hand,

from the Poisson equation C+.3.3) and (5.26), in the lowest approximation,

we have

5 r * * "l

(5.32)-E*(VE)"1 ,

which, according to (5.22), combine to give (using the vector identity)

-1 + y^ -**- £r V» E.E ! , (5.33)

the correct formula for the ponderomotive force (5.1), consisting of

the potential and solenoidal contributions.

At this point we should refer to related work by Johnston,

Kaufman and Johnston (1978), who used a single-particle Hamiltonian

approach to discuss ponderaiotive forces in hot magnetized plasmas.

In the case of an unmagnetized plasma, translating their formula (33)

into our notation, they find the force given by the single-particle

ponderomotive force (5.31). In their terminology, the second

contribution to the r.h.s. of (5.31) comes from the so-called
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ponderaraotive vector potential. However', it should be noted that the

term in question does not represent a purely solenoidal contribution. -

That is " in accordance with a known fact, that in general the vector

potential, through the Lorentz gauge, nay have a non-zero divergence.

As we have already discussed, the complete expression for the ,

ponderomotive force (5.33) responsible for the time evolution of the

fluid momentum comes f ran combining the high-frequency density

variation (n) with the high-frequency velocity (v) variation ( a

combination which-would not be presentliri the single-particle approach)

as well as from combining the low-frequency density variation (n ) with

the low-frequency velocity (v ) variation.



5.3 Spontaneously generated magnetic fields

Askar'yan, Rabinovich, Smimova and Studenov (1967) and Stamper,

Papadopoulos, Sudan, Dean, McLean and Dawson (1971) found That large-

kilogauss quasi-steady magnetic fields were generated in laser created

plasmas. In later experiments (e.g. Key, 1978), raegagauss fields were

found. This unexpected result was of great importance as it was

commonly anticipated that the lack of magnetic field effects was a

desirable characteristic of laser created plasmas. Furthermore, the

occurrence of large magnetic fields in laser initiated pellet fusion

schemes may substantially affect absorption and plasma transport

properties (refer to Max, Manheimer and Thomson, 1978). Apart from its

significance in connexion with terrestrial fusion research, a process

of spontaneous self-magnetic field generation may be of considerable

interest due to its potential astrophysical applications, such as

production of primordial fields, magnetic field reconnection, etc.

(ter Haar and Tsytovich, 1981).

A large amount of both theoretical and experimental activity

has been evident recently, and a variety of physical mechanisms for

the self-magnetic field generation in a collision-dominated plasma

were proposed (e.g. Ifax, Manheimer and Thomson, 1978; Dolginov and

Urpin, 1979). Generation mechanisms due to thermo-electric currents

(Stamper and Ripin, 1975), resonance absorption of radiation (e.g.

Stamper, 1975), critical surface rippling (David and Pellat, 1980) etc.

were predicted (see review by Max, Manheimer and Thomson, 1978).

As already pointed out (section 1.1) in 1977 a pioneering effort

to explore a possible nonlinear collisionless generation mechanism

was launched by Bezzerides, DuBois, Forslund and Lindman (1977;

Bezzerides, DuBois and Forslund, 1977). Subsequently, this mechanism



has been studied in more detail by Mara and Fellat (1978, 1979),

Bel'kov and Tsytovich C1978, 1979a, b, c), Tsytovich (1978) and

Kono, Skoric and ter Haar (1980a, b, c, d).

Recent microwave experiments by DiVergilio, Wong, Kim and Lee

(1977) and by Obenschain and Luhmann (1979) have provided additional

support for some kind of collisionless mechanism. • Although, in

general, the collisionless generation mechanism is expected to develop

faster than the collisional ones, in actual laser plasma experiments

the initial collisionless magnetic field generation can be obscured

by the complexities of hydrodynamic motion, convection and collisional

magnetic field amplification (Tsytovich, 1978). In what follows we

shall restrict ourselves to a discussion of certain aspects of the

collisionless magnetic-field generation. The details of various

generation procedures have already been thoroughly discussed in

sections 4.2-4.4 (Appendices I and H ) .

To see the basic magnetic field generation mechanism we shall

return to the ponderamotive force formula given by (5.1) (Kono, Skoric

and ter Haar, 1980c). The last term on the right-hand side of (5.1)

simply leads to a solenoidal slow-timescale electron current <j >

( -e<n v>) given by the equation

i eoj

(5.34)

which in turn acts as a source term for the slow-timescale magnetic

field EL.

Using the Ampère law (4.3.4) and neglecting the ion contribution

and the displacement current (see section 4.4), we find

1 6 7 m )3
c



where the extra term A conies from the additional refinement in the

derivation, accounting for the non-zero slow-timescale field E

(vide supra, Appendix I, II), and where A has the following form

(4.4.15), (4.4.16) 2

A = -2| , Q»k vT (5.36)

2 3

where ü and k stand for the characteristic frequency and wavenuraber

of the slow-titiEScale magnetic field, respectively.

Expressions (5.36) and (5.37) account for the spatial collision-

less damping of the self-generated slow-timescale (electro)-magnetic

field CJÏ « « ).pe

The solenoidal term on the right-hand side of equation (5.35)

represents the basic source-term for the magnetic-field generation

process which is due to the non-linear beating of high-frequency

(u i u ) waves,o pe

At this point we should refer to some of the previous work on

this subject. In 1978 Speziale and Catto (1978) and Woo, Estabrook and

DeGroot (1978) investigated a non-lxnear process of self-magnetic field

generation in cold collisionless plasmas. However, in their

hydrodynamic derivation procedures, the omission of the solenoidal

contribution to the ponderomotive force (5.1) resulted in an incomplete

c-scription of the generation process. In the sense of our previous

discussion (section 4, Appendix I and section 5.2), they have included

only <n3> i.e. fast-fast timescale beat contribution to the slow-timescale

electron current. Accordingly, the physical relevance of their detailed



numerical results seems doubtful.

Let us now return to the physical interpretation of expressions

(5.36-5.37). Expression (5.36) is valid in the so-called hydrodynamic

approximation (i.e. cold plasma, case) and corresponds to a classical

collisionless skin effect; «hile equation (5.. 37) is valid in the so-

called static approximation and describes the anomalous collisionless

skin effect (in another sense, the non-linear Landau damping of E field),

(Kono, Skoric and ter Haar, 1980a). This simple description is in

agreement with recent experimental investigation by Goede (1980, Goede,

Dawson and MacKenzie, 1980) of the penetration of a low-frequency

(a)«<d ) electromagnetic wave into a homogeneous collisionless plasmape

column. Decreasing the wave frequency (w), the classical skin-depths

(- ~ ) are observed until the wave frequency is low enough for
pe

electron thermal effects to result in anomalous-enhanced wave penetration.

The static approximation (5.37) is appropriate for the case of a

hot colli*signless Langmuir plasma and our result agrees in the potential

E approximation with the one obtained by Bel'kov and Tsytovich (1978, 1979a).

However, the studies of Bezzerides, DuBois, Forslund and Lindroan (1977)

and Mora and Pellat (1978) which are based upon an adiabatic kinetic

description left out the anomalous skin-term. Moreover, these authors

obtained the less general result

—s pe

as equation (5.35) cannot always be integrated; (5.35)is more general

than the simplified result.

The importance of the anomalous skin-term was already discussed

in some detail in sections 4.4-4.5. Furthermore, Tsytovich (1978)

briefly examined the importance of the anomalous skin-nonlinear Landau
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damping terms as a possible electron heating mechanism in Langmuir

plasmas. This author emphasized that the possibility of a substantial

main body < v w ) electron heating existed only for fairly high
e B

plasma electron temperatures ( (v™ /c) » m/M). More recently,
e

Tsytovich and Bel'kov (1980) examined a similar non-linear collisionless

process of magnetic field generation by r.f. fields, under hot strongly

magnetized plasma conditions, close to those in magnetic confinement

schemes. These authors predicted that intense r.f. fields (in particular

lower-hybrid ones) used in plasma heating schemes, would generate random

self-magnetic fields, which superimposed on a main magnetic field would

lead to the random wandering of magnetic field lines in magnetic traps.

This would contribute to anomalous thermal conductivity in such a way

as to enhance the energy loss. Simple scaling seemed to indicate that

an increase in r.f. power would reduce the energy confinement time.

Accordingly, a restriction on the maximum r.f. power applicable in

heating schemes was anticipated.

5.4 Parametric phenomena

Parametric excitation has recently been recognized as a widely

occurring non-linear phenomenon in plasmas. In its physical foundation

it corresponds to a basic process in non-linear mode-coupling.

Under the action of a strong high-frequency electromagnetic

field ("pump wave") various plasma oscillation modes may become coupled,

and may grow in time and space before being saturated at large

amplitudes (Galeev and Sagdeev, 1973). In particular, in view of

possible applications in plasma heating schemes, it is important to

study the parametric mechanism of nonlinear mode-conversion from

electromagnetic to electrostatic and from high-frequency to low-frequency



waves.

Many theoretical and experimental investigations of anomalous

absorption and scattering of electromagnetic waves in a plasma can

be modelled in a form of various parametric ins tabi l i t ies (Porkolab

and Chang, 1978). Due to i t s practical importance for both laser

fusion and heating of magnetically confined plasmas, parametric

phenomena are invoked to explain the results of anomalous plasma

heating by re la t iv i s t i c electron and laser beams, r . f . (e.g. lower-hybrid)

waves- A number of comprehensive surveys of recent theoretical and

experimental developments in this field are readily available (e.g.

Galeev and Sagdeev, 1973; Simon and Thompson (eds), 1976; Porkolab

and Chang , 1978). I t i s currently widely accepted that the basis

of these non-linear coupling plasma phenomena may well be the concept

of the radiation pressure-ponderomotive force. Moreover, Chen (1973,

1974) recently attempted to explain most of the parametric phenomena

in plasmas, both qualitatively and quantitatively, by simple physical

descriptions involving the pondercmotive force.

In view of our preceding discussion, we should remember that ,

previously, in order to describe various parametric ins tab i l i t i es , a

potential ponderoraotive force expression was commonly used; hence i t

would be interesting to investigate a possible implication of the

complete ponderomotive force'formula (5.1) (see (4.2.14)) (Kono, Skoric

and te r Haar, 1980c).

The f i r s t step, in this direction, was taken by Tsytovich (1978)

in the investigation of the ins tabi l i ty of a f in i te amplitude, long-

wavelength Langmuir wave in a hot, collisionless unmagnetized plasma.

In these conditions, the conventional modulational instabi l i ty

accompanied by a novel - the so-called magneto-niodulational - ins tabi l i ty
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was observed (Bel'kov and Tsytovidh, 1979a). In chapter 4 we have

discussed in detail this physical situation and have investigated the

importance and implication of the new iragneto-modulational instability

(Kbno,Skoric and ter Haar, 1980d). As a conclusion, we have stated

that the excitation of the slow-timescale magnetic fields was expected

to be a general feature of modulationally unstable Langmuir plasmas.

Recently, Aliev and Bycherikov (1979) investigated a parametric

generation of quasi-steady magnetic fields in a collisionless,

unmagnetized plasma under the influence of strong electromagnetic

radiation. In their terminology, the generation mechanism in question

corresponds to a parametric excitation of the zero-harmonic of a

solenoidal electric field. The analysis was confined to the case of a

homogeneous-dipole electromagnetic pump (k =o, OJ 'Va ) and the

corresponding dispersion relation, accounting for both potential and

non-potential low-frequency electric fields, was derived by Gorbunov

and Silin (1966). It is interesting to note that in their paper

(Aliev and Bychentov, 1979), tiiis fornula (7) obtained in the frame-

work of linear parametric theory, is just a linearized version of

our basic equation (5.35) for the self-generated magnetic field.

This fact is the additional proof of a need for using the complete

ponderomotive force (H.2.14) rather -01311 just its potential part.

Accordingly, the derivation procedure appears to be straightforward.

However, their neglect of the non-linear Landau damping term does

not seem to be a priori justified.

Aliev and Bychenkov (1979) have investigated further the

parametric instability development, under the physical conditions

corresponding to the conventional "oscillating two-stream" (OTS)_

"purely growing" instability (u ̂  ) and they have calculated the
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corresponding growth rates for self-magnetic field excitation.

We feel that their result simply means the generalization of the

parametric analysis according to (4.2.14) (including both potential

and non-potential ponderomotive force terms) and finding that,

accordingly, that both conventional OTS as well as its novel (so-

called) magneto-ÜTS counterpart can operate.

Let us say a few words about the general features of para-

metrically unstable plasmas. It is generally recognized, in conventional

parametric theory, that the coupling between high-frequency and low-

frequency modes commonly comes on the low-frequency side,through the

low-frequency plasma density perturbations induced by the (potential)

ponderomotive force. In view of formula (4.2.14), it seems physically

plausible to expect that the above effect should, in general, be

accompanied by the excitation of low-frequency self-magnetic field

perturbations driven by the solenoidal part of the ponderomotive force

(4.2.14).

In conclusion, the previous discussion may be a reason for

anticipating the possible existence of a number of new, so-called

magneto-parametric instabilities encountered under different physical

conditions. Accordingly, their implication in, for example, plasma

heating schemes, should be investigated. Finally, we feel that

further investigations in Hiis direction deserve our full attention.
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B. Transient response of linear cold plasma media

6.1 Preliminaries

In the last fifteen years there has been a large amount of

interest in the studies of transient phenomena encountered in an

interaction of time-dependent electromagnetic pulses (EMP) with

linear dispersive media.

The basic physical questions were sorted out a long time ago

in the classical study of pulse propagation in a dispersive medium

(Brillouin, I960); predicting the excitation of precursors (fore-

runners) and the distortion of the propagating pulse.

The recent renewed activity in this area is due to various

applications in such fields as: ionospheric investigations, geophysical

explorations, HF and microwave transionospheric communication and

navigation systems, extremely low-frequency (ELF) wave propagation,

detection of EMP emanating from exoatmospheric nuclear tests, etc.

The material media in question are usually modelled in the form

of linear cold lossy magneto-plasma configurations. Accordingly, the

distortion of the propagating transient pulse is closely related to

the three characteristic plasma parameters: the plasma frequency,

the electron collision frequency and the electron gyro frequency.

However, obtaining these parameters from a knowledge of the

electromagnetic field is generally a difficult mathematical task,

the so-called plasm-- inverse (scattering) problem (Balanis, 1972;

Gray and Bowhill, 1977).

In such a system, transient analysis supplies no more information

about it than a series of investigations using continual monochromatic

waves. However, a substantial advantage of a pulse technique is that

a single measurement over a very short period of time provides one
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with all the information than can be obtained from the system.

On the other hand, the absence of time-averaging of the signal.

makes the procedure quite adequate for dynamic measurement - time

sampling of media with fast-varying parameters.

From the theoretical point of view, the transient analysis is

usually done for the case of a Birac delta-function excitation.

Accordingly, one obtains the so-called Green function solution to

the problem. In that way, the responseto more realistic EMPs,

with profiles far from monochromatic-sinusoidal, is obtained through

the convolution technique.

In the early sixties the pioneering theoretical attempts were

launched by Johnson (1962) and Chen (1963). These authors realised

the apparent fact that in the case of a delta-function excitation

in a cold isotropic lossless plasma, the dispersed signal decays in

time with a characteristic frequency close to the plasma frequency

Direct diagnostic applications were anticipated, due to the fact

that there is a simple relation between the time-delay of the first

peak of the signal and the plasma frequency (Schmitt, 1964).

Subsequently, a large amount of analytical and numerical effort

was launched in order to study various aspects of transient phenomena.

Theoretically, this class of transient problem has been considered

by several different methods:

in the frequency domain: by a straightforward Fourier-Laplace approach

(e.g. Khop, 1968; Wait, 1969);

in the time domain:by solving the set of time-dependent llaxwell's

equations (Ott, 1969; Field, 1971) or employing multiple-scattering

r.ettiod (Gray and Bowhill, 1974, 1978).
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More recently, a time-domain approach, the so-called Space-Tims

integral equation method, vas put forward by Skoric (1976) (Skoric

and Stanié, 1976, 1979). Based on a concept of self-consistent field

and Darwin-Hartree scattering formalism (Darwin, 1924; Hartree, 1929),

the above method can be applied in the transient analysis of a time-

varying inhanogeneous lossy magnetoplasma.

In what follows, we shall present an account of the investigation

of the transient reflection of a TM-polarised electromagnetic pulse

from a lossy cold plasma half-space. A brief version c^ this work was

reported by Stanic and Skoric (1978) and was followed by a detailed

paper (Stanic and Skoric, 1979). '''

6.2 Transient reflection from a lossy plasma half-space

A closed form solution for transient reflection from an isotropic,

cold lossy plasma half-space for Til-type polarisation is obtained in

the form of an infinite power series of modified Bessel functions of

the first kind. Delta, unit step and rectangular pulse excitations

are considered. The obtained results are valid for an arbitrary

value of the loss parameter a =v/io > 0. Numerical results are

presented to illustrate the effects of the incident angle and loss

parameter on the reflected waveform. The early time response at an

incident angle 6.=TTA is related to the time-domain Brewster angle.

6-2.1 Introduction

The reflection of a transient electromagnetic plane wave (TEMPW)

from a non-dispersive lossy half-space has been discussed by Medvedev

(1968) and Dudley, Papazoglouand White (197if) for both TE and TM-type

polarisation. In the case of a dispersive isotropic, cold and lossy

plasma (lossy,due to electron collisions with neutrals) half-space,

a closed form solution for a reflected TEMPW (TE-type of polarisation)
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has been obtained by Gray (1975) by inverting an appropriate Laplace

transform. The case of TM-tvpe- polarisation has been considered

numerically by Price (1973) for values of the loss parameter

ot =V/Ü) < 2 and in closed form for small to moderate losses

0 < a ^ 0.3 by Stanic (1976) by standard perturbation methods.

Because of the simple geometry the reflection problem is first solved

for the time harmonic case in the frequency domain, and by the use of

inverse Fourier or Laplace transforms the time domain solutions are

obtained. In the present contribution we are proposing a close form

solution for a reflected TEMPW from an isotropic, cold lossy plasma

half-space (TM-type polarisation) for arbitrary losses a > 0. The

inverse Laplace transform is used to find the solution.

6.2.2 Transient analysis

Let a TM-polarised TEMPW

H .Ct) = - S £ fi(T.) = - 2 £ f exp (ictfr.)dw (6ll)

be obliquely incident on the uniform, isotropic cold lossy plasma

half-space as shown in fig. 6.1, where

co is the election plasma frequency,

T- = t - S— - C— is the retarded tims for the incident pulse,

c is the light velocity in vacuo,

and S = sin9.,

C = cos9i9

6. is the

The time domain reflected magnetic field is

6. is the angle of incidence.
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H „(u) C E - (e - S*)*1

HOyi C e p + (Ep S )

is the reflection coefficient in the frequency domain and

T R = t - S*- + C— is the retarded time for the reflected pulse,

e = 1 -w /[w(iü-jv)] is the relative plasma dielectric permitivity,

and v is the effective electron collision frequency for momentum

transfer.

Introducing the new variable x

x = s(s+v)

Q (6.4)

where

(i) = a) /C = ai /cosB.,
o p P i

s = iu,

the tinie-hannonic reflection coefficient Rr,(s) corresponding to eq. 6.3

can be written in the following form:

P ex). 1 ̂ 2 x - (1 - x)1/2 V J ^ ^ 1

^ 1 + C2x + (1 - x ) 1 / 2
1 + C2x + (1 - x ) 1 / 2 C + C4x

(6.5)

where C„ = cos26.

a =fv) = (-1)K l \ 7 7
 1 / 2 ) ,

K • ^ ' ^ ( k + l )

and after simple but lengthy algebraic manipulations, one obtains

• -^ L D.X for 6.}

(k-l)/(k+2) a^x1^ for 6.=TT/4,
c=2 " J Jc+x l

(6.6)
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where

m =o -:"m

b = C4/C2

2(a + S /8) for k=l
R £ 9 ' where S = sin 26..
K 2(a + s^CT) for l x

The infinite sum (6.6) converges i f |x| <1 (for the case 8.=TT/4)

and if both |x| < 1 and |bx| < 1 (for the case of 6.frr/4).

According to the definition of the inversion integral

1 IVXs) €Xp(STr>)dS fr *j\

2iri •p-i°°

an arbitrary positive constant T can always be specified to secure

the preceding inequalities.

It is possible to invert the expressions given by eq. 6.6 by

the use of the transform pair (see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, p.1024)

r(k)

sk(s+v)k

1/2Ik_1/2(vt/2), (6.8)

where I. , .„ are modified Bessel functions of the first kind of

fractional order.

The reflected TEMPW is then obtained in the following closed

form

n (f-)*- 1 k-i/2
C2 k- V n I

2 3c-
H

i r
"C2 k-1 2k

2 3c-Lr(k)(2cz)JC

=(2Tr)1/2exp(-n)

k=2 fe "

(6.9)
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where

a = via is the loss parameter,

VT^, a T

2 2

T =üi x„ is thé normalised retarded-time variable,
o p R

•f- When the losses in the plasma are small (n = ayTo « 1) a

small argument representation of L , .„(n)»

k-l/2

r(k+l/2) (6.10)

after substitution in eq. 6.9 (for the case of B^t TTA) gives

:2C„
k To

2k

k=l k=l

C2k 22k-lr(k) r(k+1/2)

, (6.11)

A careful comparison term by term shows that the expression

given by eq. 6.11 is to first order in a identical to the result

derived by Stanic (1975). For a lossless plasma half-space (a =0)

these results compare favourably with those derived by Chabris and

Bolle (1971). " •"' .

The impulse response given by eq. 6.9 can be used for determining

the response to an arbitrary incident field F(t) applying convolution

technicues.
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Thus,

where Ku-nCt) is a response to an arbitrary input F(t). The special

cases we are going to consider here are the response to:

a) a unit step incident pulse _-.

C6'13)

where U(t ) is the Heaviside unit-function, .-and
- -o ~ - --- - --- -

b) a.rectangular incident pulse

P. (T

UCT ) for 0<T <Ao o

; U(T Q)-U(T O-A) for TQ<A.

Using the integrals (Abraraowitz and Stegun, 1964, p. 483)

n

0 0 2k
dn„ =

2k
(6.15)

the following expressions for the response to the unit step and

rectangular pulse are obtained:

è2

(6.16)

and



1Ü3

where

1 ,4

1 oo

,2k-l

k(k+2)r(k-l)a 2k-l

k+l/2.
k=l

Ik-l/2,k+l/2Cr l-nA )l f o rn-nA)j

for

»k+i/2

,k+l/2

C6.17)

Ik-l/25k+l/2
Cn) =

As A-+°°(r̂ -"»)thErectangu1 ar pulse response given by (6.17)

reduces to the step function response determined by (6.16).

Similarly, as A-+O(ru-»- 0 ) , the rectangular pulse response is

the sane as in the case of delta function excitation.
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6.2.3 Results and discussion

Expressions (6.9), (6.16) and (6.17) are quite suitable for

computational work, for normalised time intervals T OE(0,12) where

all basic information related to a plasma is included. It is

necessary to sum approximately the first twenty terms in the power

series given by expressions (6.9), (6.16) and (6.17) to obtain the

correct results. For early tine responses it is enough to sum less

than ten terms but for late time responses sometimes it is necessary

to sum more than twenty terms.

The above expressions are valid, in particular, f or the case when

the incident angle is 6.=ir/if, when the direct numerical approach to

the problem (as made by Price, 1973) becomes unsuitable due to higher-

order singularities.

The reflected TEMPW for delta and step function excitations are

shown in figs. 6.2-6. Plasma responds resonantly with approximately

electron plasma frequency ID . The basic difference between delta and

step function responses is that they are oscillatory around different

steady levels, zero and unity,respectively. For the case of a delta

pulse excitation there is good agreement between the waveforms obtained

numerically by Price (1973) and ours computed from eq. (6.9) (see figs.

6.2a and 6.4a). However, our expression (6.9) is valid for an

arbitrary value of the loss parameter a and also for the critical

incident angle e.=ir/i+.

The influence of a high value of the loss parameter o =4. on the

reflected waveforms is illustrated in fig. 6.5a and 6.5b for different

incident angles 0.=O° (3O°)6O°. The reversion of the polarity of the

initial cycle of the reflected waveform when the incident angle becomes

greater than TT/4 is maintained even for higher values of the loss
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parameter a (see figs. 6.2-5). This is closely related to the fact

that the reflected coefficient F^dn) given by eq. (6.3) becomes zero

as ia*°> with the relative dielectric permitivity of the cold lossy

plasma becoming

« m e p= £in{ 1 - ^ ^ J J - }=1.

defining the Brewster angle

Go = a-rctg (e 1 / 2 ) =ts p

It is well knou that the Brewster angle indicates a critical incident

angle for zero reflection. As the high-frequency (w«0 approximation

well represents the early time transient response, the above result

predicts a long rise time of the reflected pulse for a critical incident

angle 0.=6 =ir/4 (vide infra; compare figs. 6.6a,b with figs. 6.2-5).

The early time asymptotic solution obtained f rum eq. (6.9) by the use

of a small argument representation for the modified Bessel function

(see eq. (6.10)) can be written in the following form

l2 T f or I

i ^ °

P ' T 3

o_ for L.

It is seen that the sign of the initial slope is changed when the

incident angle 6. passes through the critical value 6.=TTA. Similar

results are obtained in the case of a step function excitation.

The early time response (defined by high frequencies) at 6.s9B=rrA

has a zero slope of higher order than in the case of 8.£n/4 and thus
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a very long rise time. Reflected waveforms for a critical incident

angle 6.=?rA and for different values of the loss parameter a =#.2,

1.0, 2.0 and i*.O are presented in figs. 6.6a and 6.6b for delta and

step function excitation, respectively. Strong damping of the

reflected waveform is noticeable also for the critical incident angle.

On the other hand, i t appears that in the region of small losses

(a <0.2) the quasi-frequency of the transient response remains

essentially unaltered (Stanic and Sknric, 1974).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 6.1 Impulsive plane wave incident on uniform lossy

plasma half-space: the incident wave magnetic

. vector is in the y-direction.

Fig. 6.2 Reflected waveform for 6i= 0° (30°)60° and

v v / üp = °-2: ::.'
a) impulse response;

b) step function response.

Fig. 6.3 Reflected wavefonn for 6 ^ O°(3O°)6O° and

V v / a )p sl:

a) ijnpulse response;

b) step function response.

Fig. 6.4 Reflected waveform for 6.= O°(3O°)6O° and

V v / u ) p =2:

a) impulse response;

b) step function response.

Fig . 6.5 Reflected waveform for 6.= O°(3O°)6O° and

a) impulse response;

b) step function response.

Fig. 6.6 Reflected wavefonn for &.- 45° and a = 0.2,

1, 2 and t:

a) impulse response;

b) step function response.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift i s bijna geheel gewijd aan een discussie

enkele problemen in de theorie van de turbulentie in een volledig

geïoniseerd plasma, dat niet in temperatuur evenwicht is en waar de

dominerende excitaties Langmuir golven zijn.

In hoofdstuk 2 geven wij een overzicht van de voornaamste

eigenschappen van zeer turbulente plasmas. We zijn in het bijzonder

geinteresseerd in de zogenaamde langmuir turbulentie, d.w.z. de

turbulentie van een plasma in de afwezigheid van een uitwendig

magneetveld. We bespreken de aanwezigheid en de dynamica van de

Langmuir ineenstorting (collapse) die vaak optreedt als het n ie t -

lineaire stadium van de modulatie ins tabi l i te i t en beschreven wordt

door de zogenaamde Zakharov vergelijkingen, d.w.z-, de dynamische

vergelijkingen verkregen door te middelen over enkele Langmuir perioden.

We kijken naar mogelijke macroscopische gevolgen van zulke dynamische,

turbulente modellen.

In hoofdstuk 3 gaan we voort met de bespreking van sterke Langmuir

turbulentie. We leiden een s te l veralgemeende Zakharov vergelijkingen

af om de hoogst, niet-lineaire ineenstorting-dynamica te bestuderen.

We gaan verder dan de oorspronkelijke benadering en nemen de invloed

van electrcn niet-lineaire termen van hogere orde en het t e kort schieten

van dequasi-neutraliteit op het niveau van de langzame tijdschaal in

aanmerking. We bekijken, hoe deze correcties de s tabi l i te i t van de in-

eenstorting. beïnvloeden.

De theorie in hoofdstukken 2 en 3 i s conventioneel. In hoofdstuk

4 kijken wij in detail naar de nieuwe physische s i tuat ie , die een gevolg

i s van de real isat ie , dat de modulatie ins tabi l i te i t vergezeld gaat



van een botsingsloos ontstaan van een magneetveld op het langzame tijd-

niveau. We laten in de eerste plaats zien, dat de juiste formule voor

de ponderomotorische kracht leidt tot de solenoidale stroom, die het

ontstaan van een magneetveld tot gevolg heeft. We gebruiken een spann-

ings-tensor aanpak en leiden een nieuwe, complete vergelijking af voor

de ponderomotorische kracht. We geven zowel een kinetische als een hydro-

dynamische afleiding van die formule. We bespreken de stabiliteit van

monochroroatische Langmuir golven in een Langmuir plasma en bewijzen, dat

er een nieuwe magneto-modulatie instabiliteit kan optreden. We bestuderen

ook de ineenstorting in deze verbeterde theorie.

Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan een physische interpretatie van de be-

langrijkste resultaten van hoofdstuk 4. Dit wordt gedaan aan de hand van

onze nieuwe formule voor de ponderomotorische kracht. We bespreken ook

het verband tussen deze resultaten en de kwestie van het spontane ont-

staan van magneetvelden en parametrische verschijnselen in het algemeen.

Hoofdstuk 6 is niet gewijd aan een turbulent plasma; hier bestuderen

wij een probleem in de analyse van voorbijgaande verschijnselen die

optreden in de wisselwerking van tijd-afhankelijke electromagnetische

pulsen rast een lineair, koud plasna. We besprehan de physische achter-r

grond van dit soort problemen en in detail het problemeem van de'voor-

bij gaande terugkaatsing van een electromagnetische pulse met TM polari-

satie door een koude plasma half-ruimte met absorptie.
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S T E L L I N G E N

bij het proefschrift

Topics in Strong Langr^üir Turbulence
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1. The ponderomotive force expressions obtained from single-particle

and fluid models are not equivalent.

(this thesis)

2. The conventional theory of parametric instabilities in plasmas

should be extended using the correct formula for the ponderamo-

tive force, which is now available.

(M.Kono, M.M. Skoric and D.ter Haar, Fnys. Rev. Lett. 4S_,

1629,1980)

3. The study of non-linear effects is mare in need of relevant

experimental physical evidence than of new theories.

M-. A Lie-transform perturbation technique is a powerful mathematical

tool for a non-linear analysis of Vlasov plasmas.

(J.R. Cary and A.N. Kaufman, to be published)

5. " Some old papers on wave propagation seem to have been ignored

by many young physicists and radio engineers who frequently spend

too much tins rediscovering some of the classical results ".

(L. Brillouan, Wave Propagation and Group Velocity, Academic

Press, N.Y., 1960)

6. The astrophysical consequences of self-generated magnetic fields

which may show up in the production of primordial fields, in mag-

netic-field reconnection, and so on, should be investigated.

(D. ter Haar and V.N. Tsytovich, Fhys. Repts. 73, 175, 1981)



7.-'• The recent observations by Helios 1 and 2 of type III solar.radio

bursts present a challenge to contemporary non-linear plasma phy-

sics theories. It is necessary to be careful before identifying

the observed spiky fields with solitons.

(D.A. Gurnett and R.R. Anderson, Science 199_, 1159, 1976 and

J. Geophys. .Res. 82, 632, 1977)y =: "-'v. y -̂  - ;--y;~::'->*:•-

8. The break-up and reconstitutionof wave packets as described in

particle-pushing numerical simulations is difficult to understand

in the franework of current non-linear plasroa theory.

(T. Tajima, M.V. Goldman, J.N. Leboeuf and J.M. Dawson, Phys.

Fluids 24, 182, 1981 and T. Tajiroa, private communication)

9. The feasibility of the high-energy "self-colliding- Migna" beam

fusion scheme cannot be assessed without a study of possible coll-

ective-particle effects.

(B. ïfaglich, Atomkernenergie _32_, 100, 1978)

10. It seems unlikely •Coat feasible laser-inertial fusion reactor

schemes, will ultimately use a laser (driver).

11. In order to succeed,the transfer of technology to the developing

world has to be accompanied by a transfer of knowledge.

12. Either be a blacksmith or do not soot your back.


